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JMU decides not to renew legendary
basketball ~h Lefty Dtiesell's contract
I

by C Scott Graham
sports editor

KYLE BUSS/senior pholograpl~r

Lefty DrieseU has made his last stand as JMU
men's basketball head coach- one year earlier
than he antidpated.
Two days after Driese.U's Dukes lost to Old
Dominion University 62-58 in the Colonial
Athletic Association Tournament final and one
day after the legendary coach publicly
announced next season would be his last, school
officials fired the JMU coach of nine seasons
March 5. Officials cited a continued decline in
the program's performance on and off the basketball court as the primary reason.
"In the last few years, the program has
detcriorntl.>d, and support from the students,
alumni and area residents has rapidly
declined," JMU President Ronald Carrier
and Athletic Director Donald Lcmish said
in a joint statement. " An immediate
change in leaderShip fs essential to ensure
future success for JMU basketball."
Driescll, who returned to Harrisonburg
Saturday after vacationing at his beach
house in Bethany Beach, Del., rt~pondcd with a
statement released by his son, Cluck DrieseU. "I see no

Let the search begin . . .

reason to dignify the statements by Dr. Carrier and Mr.
lemish by responding in kind. I am proud of
liiiiliiiia;J my record at James Madison University, and
I am proud of the young men who have participated in the JMU basketball program and of their
accomplishments both on and off the court, including in the classroom."
DrieseU couldn't be reached for additional comment
Despite Driesell's praise for his players' academic
standing, the men's basketball team ranks last in gradepoint averages of JMU's 27 varsity athletic programs,
which lemish cited as a disturbing trend.
"There's much more to the academic issue in terms
of the academic status of some of the kids on the basketball team," Um.ish said Monday. ''The potential sit·
uation is alanning, and it's something we fecl is very,
very important in that these kids have got to lx! sua::e;.<r
ful in the classroom as well as in the basketball pro-

gram."
Lcmish said more than five JMU players are having
academic cW'ficultics. Lcmish wouldn't elaborate on the
extent of the problems
The decision not to renew DrieseU's contract, which
expires April 30, came a day after DricscU was sched·
u1ed to mrel with Carrier and Lem.ish to discuss matters related to the program. However, prior to the meeting that Drie.ell didn't attend, he premah.Jrcly told area
reporters "nt>xt year Will be my last for sure."
In October U.mish told reporters Dric:scU would be
allowed to coach the Dukes through his 700th Ctln.>er
victory, no matter how long it took to reach the mil~
stone. Driescll, who compiled a 159-111 record at JMU,
won his 683rd game when the Dukes defeated
University of North Carolina-Wilmington 00-57 m the
CAA scmifmal March V
see DUMPED page 2

.

Five-person committee hopes to name new m,n's basketball coach by NCAA Rna/ Four
by John M. Taylor

assistant sports editor
With a firing comes a subsequent hiring, and that's exactly where JMU's athletic department is pouring its t'nergy.
JMU fired its men's basketball head
coach, Lefty Driese11, March 5, creating a
vacancy the athletic department hopes to
fill by the time the Final Four starts the
last weekend of March
Athletic Director Don lcmish confirmed Tuc:iday the search committee is
in place to begin evaluating candidates
·for the job. Linwood Rose, JMU executive
vice president, will chatr the committee.

Lemish will also serve on the search committee, along with Pablo Cuevas from the
Board of V~itors; C. B. Oaibome associate
professor or marketing; and Barry Purcell,
one of the chairmen of the Ca ptain's
Council
JMU President Ronald Carrier returned
Wednesday from a trip to Europe and
will meet with the committee this week.
for Lcnush, though, the task of inquiring to vanous institutions about coaches
has already been exhausting.
"Particularly with the fact that so many
teams had conference tournaments this
past weekend, I've been constantly on the
telephone," lemis h said, shaking his

head. "You start thinking about everybody you want to make some contacts
with, and as you start going through that
process, it's very, very time-consuming.
"1 can safely say that when l left here
on Friday," Lemish added, "I felt like 1
had 24 hours or more that was just nothing but being on U1e telephone trying to
track this sruff down, and I'm still doing
the same thing."
·
Lemish is busy with the preliminary
work of contacting various athletic directors and head coaches to inquire about the
availability of coaches or assistant!;. He's
also filtering the unsolicited applications
and resume; from intnn.~tt>d parties.

"There is great, great· interest in this
job," lemish said. ''There are JUSt a lot of
good people out there who want to mterview for this job, and a good number we
have spt.'Cifically contacted."
Lcmish didn't want to name who had
applied or been contacted, but he sa id
JMU would look at various asstsla nt
coaches and head coaches. "There are
coaches that are alums of this institution
that arc very interested in the job. there
arc coaches that have been here before
that arc interested in the job," Lcmish
said . "It's an extensive li5t, so it wouldn't
see SEARCH page 2
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said '1twasa tuinsdedlion."

"We were quite surprised that
Mr. Driesell cha;e to make a public statement to the news media
concerning his contract for the
1997-'98 basketball season before
having any discussion with the
university cooceming the status of
his contract," the officials' statement said.
Some of Driesell's fonner players, many of whom learned of the
faring through an ESPN report,
were disheartened and confused
about the administrators' change
of heart
''l definitely think he got the
shaft.'' JMU junior center lamont
Boozer said. "They made a big
deal about him coaching here
through 700 wins, and then they
changed it around; I think he
should've gotten that chance. I
also think they should've given

Wins Losses Percentage
16
J4
.533
.645
II
20
.655
19
lO
.656
JJ
21
.700
21
9
.667
10
20
.552
13
16
.333
20
10
.552
l3
16
,jg9
Ill
Overall 159

Season
88-89
89-90
90-91
91-92
92-93
93-94
94-95
95-96
96-97

Coach Cluck [Driesell) a chance"
Previous speculatioo within the
program had the younger Driesell
replacing his 65-year~ld father as

contklued from
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Despite the athletic department's confidentiality, the rumor mill is still churning.
Speculation centers on assistant coaches from
the Atlantic Coast Conference, most notably
Tommy Amaker of Duke University,
Anthony Solomon of Virginia and Ricky
Stokes of Wake Forest University.
Another possible replatement name circulating the rumor mill is Indiana State
University head coach Shennan Dillard, who
is the second leading scorer in JMU basketball history with 2,065 career points. He
served as an assistant to DrieseU briefly at
Maryland unmediately after his graduation.
Dillard, who played at JMU from 1973
through 1978, could not be reached for comment. The two-year head coach at Indiana
State University is currently on a three-day
recruiting trip.
A lot of speculation is centered on Bart
Bellairs, a former Driesell assistant at JMU
who has been the head coach at Virgmia
Military Institute since 1994. Bellairs recruited
outgoing Dukes Ryan Culicerto and Charles
Lott, as well as rising senior center Lamont

Boozer.

FOCUSON ..............................JA
OPtN/ON ................................ .16
SPORT$...1..............................24

Bellair's name was mentioned at
Monday's players-only meeting with Lemish
and Brad Babcock, JMU executive associate

the Dukes' head coach after next

season.

"The university did what they had
to do," senior (award Olarles Lott

of Maryland from 1969-1986,
Dricsell led the Terrapins to eight
NCAA toumaments and compiled
a record of 348-159.
Driesell, who led JMU to a 16-13
record this season, ranks 11th on
the all-time winningest Division 1
coaches list.

athletic director, Monday according to one of
the players.
Player reaction w.as mixed, partly because
some stiU wanted Chuck Oriesell and Phil
Cunningham, Orlesell's assistants. "A Jot of
people favor keeping Coach Chuck as head
coach and CoaCh C," Lott said. "Nobody really knows Bart Bellairs, but he has favorable
reports from players."
The younger Driesell and Cunningham
will not likely receive consideration from the
search committee. "They certainly are welcome to apply," Lemish said, "but we have
said we feel it is time for a change in direction."
The players, 12 of whom will return next
season will have some input, accordmg to
Lemish. The players have no final say, but
lemish expects them to give opinions on candidates or possibly to,suggest candidates. "1
have told them whatever opinions they
might have, anything they want to express to
me or Mr. Babcock, that I encourage them to
do so," Lemish said.
"As soon as we know who the candidates
are, they are willing to listen to us," said
junior James Pelham, who is expected to
return next season from a knee injury.
The attitude of the team seems more curious than anything else at this point. AU of the
players were recruited by Driesell and his
staff, so a big adjustment is coming for them.

Often when coaching changes occur at an
institution, some players transfer. So far,
there have been no rep.orted rumblings of
that amongst the Dukes, though.
"People transferring is always a possibility
when there's a coaching change," Lott said.
The senior said he hasn't heard of anybody
heading out of the program. "They just have
a wait-and-see attitude," he said of the
returning players.
Meanwhile, Lem.ish said he would like to
have a coach in place within the next two·
and-a-half weeks.
"My expectation is that probably within
the next week, we will start interviewing
some folks," Lem.ish said. '1 would really like
to have it wrapped up by the Final Four.
"But at the same time, I think we're gomg
to be very diligent about this," he said. ''We
want to move with as much speed as poss1·
ble, but we also want to make sure we've
done our homework as well."
Driesell, on the other hand, has already
been recieving inquiries about his services.
The Daily NtwS-R«ord reported Wednesday
that Drlesell was a candidate for the Georg1a
State University opening. Athletic Director
Orby Moss said the opening came open last
week when the sc:h.ool came to a settlement
with coach Carter Wilson. Orby declined to
comment any further on the subject of
Driesell to The Brrtn.t, however.

Life and times of Lefty Dries ell
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As held coach ci the University
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in 1960, where he earned a 176-65
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Tournament appeuanues and one
NCAA Tournament appeatancc 111
1994. The Dukes lust to eventual
Final FoUr entrant University or
Aorida 64.Q in the first round.
DrieseU began his ooUege roaching career at Oavidlm University
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Beyer
stresses need for top-notch education
.
by Maggie Welter
senior writer

--Lt. Gov

Don Beyer (D), as
part of his day~ld campaign for
Virginia governor, swept onto
JMU's campus Tuesday pledging
to make Virginia's schools the
best in the nation.
Sp eaking before a g ro u p of
about 60 students and a few community leaders In Taylo r Hall,
Beyer vowed to make education
the top priority of his adm inistration if elected.
"The foundation of a sound
econom y and a clean e n vironment Is education," Beyer said.
"We have a commitment to every
student in Virginia to make our
schools, from preschool to college, No. 1."
Oddly, about half of the students who gathered to hear Beyer
were College Republicans. They
greeted him chanting "Gilmore
'97" ~nd waving signs reading,
"Gilmore for Governor."
Attorney Genera l Jim Gilmore,
the Republican nominee, is
expected to forma lly announce
his candidacy next month.
Beyer embraced the crowd of
Repu blicans with hand shakes
and smiles. "I love Republicans,"
he said with a laugh, adding, that
each one represents a challenge
for conversion.
Beyer's 15-minute speech' centered on his plans for Improving
education. The candidate said his
plan will give teachers more freedom to remove disruptive children from classrooms, set high
eduC"ationa l standards, make
teachers accountable for student's
performance and increase teacher
salaries.
"The res

income isn't there to attract the
best and brigh test teachers,"
Beyer said. He promised to raise
teacher salaries to the national
average by 2002 an d vowed to
slash the state's 25 percent high
school drop out rate.
In an inte rview Beyer
addressed the rising juvenile
crime ralle in Virginia. A Jl!port in
Monday's USA Today showed the
n umber of juveniles in Virginia
state correction facilities jumped
45 percent since 1990. Beyer said
the key to lowering that statistic
is keeping kids in school, lower·
ing teenage pregnancy and pr~
viding a lterna tive recreatio na l
programs to occu py children~
time.
Beyer also responded to criti·
cism fired at him this week by
Gilmore and other Republicans
who charge he cannot attain his
educational objectives without
tax increases. Gilmore has called
Beyer a "tax*Bnd-spend liberal."
Beyer insists his plan can go
forward wi thout tax h ikes,
though he wouldn' t rule them
out "I'm going to do all I can to
achieve my commitment to edu·
cation with the natural growth of
the economy," Beyer said, pointing to estimates that the state
economy is expected to generate
$2 2 billion in new revenue over
the next four years.
"l don' t like tax increases and
I honestly see no need for them."
But he wouldn't take a n~new·
taxes pledge because such tactics
are "political gimmicks that fool
no one."he said.
Some of Beyer's comments
related directlv to higher education. He said he wants to strike a
balance between funding for
need- and merit-based scholar-

ANGELA SMITHitt11111r phnw~traphtr

Democr•tlc Oubem• torl•l candld8te Don Beyer practiced his firm handshake following his speech
Tuesday night- a trait he believes can carry him all the way to the Governor's mansion In November.

s hip programs and touted his
support of the recently passed
Inves t scholarship program.
Invest, which takes effect June 1,
1998, is a merit·based program
that offers funding for the first
two years of a community college
education as long as a student
maintains a B average.

Beyer's education-first message impressed many in the
crowd One such person was
Allison Soled, a College
Democrat who hiked up three
flights of stairs o n crutches to
hear Beyer speak.
'" I honestly believed in what
he had to say," Soled said. "He

offers a viable solution to the
problems facing Virginia, and he
understands the concerns of stu·
dents. ObvJously education is the
foundation of his campaign. "
Gary Marx, president of the
College Republicans, listened to
see BEYER page 13

Carrier talks funding
over JMU S'pring Break
by Phil Kinzler
senior zvriter
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JMU President Ronald Carrier
spoke to an almost-packed house of
JMU faculty, staff and admmistrators
in Wilson Hall auditorium March 4.
The 40..minute presentation had
two main thrusts: the campus' evergrowing need for funding, and the
increasing necessity for autonomy
among faculty members.
The
Employee
Advisory
Co'J'lUTtittee requested this meeting in
which Carrier spoke to JMU employ·
ees about issues which concern them.
Carrier has held gatherings like
this for the past couple of years,
according to Kathy Sh uler, Human
Resources analyst and chairperson of
the Employee Advisory Committee
m,~f:ings are held over Spring
so emploxees who work directwith students don't have to clear
their schedule for them, according to
Fred I fitton, director of media rcla·
tions.
After some opening remarks on

his disappointment of the results of
the CAA men's basketball tourna ment, Carrier began discussing fundraising efforts.
JMU didn ' t rece1ve the entire
amount of funding requested from
the General Assembly; a petition by
all state schools for fund s used for
financial aid and technology was not
granted UMU requested $1.6 million
for financial aid and $6 million for
technology1, according to HHton.
Also, though the S<:hool didn't
receive the funding for the $28 million
College of Integrated Science and
Technology's phase li building,
Carrier announced the state granted a
provision to find funding for the next
CISAT buildmg by spring 1998
According to Hilton, the General
Assembly extended $500,000 and a
promise that the CJSA T buildmg
wc;lUJd be a high priority forth • st.1te.
1
Carrier al56 announced the awarding of funds for a 4 percent sala ry
increase for faculty and staff, as well
see CARRIER page 13
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Mark your calendar for JMU's
I

3rdAnnual
Internship Fair!

Where's everyone going?

Meet reps from over 30 companies seeking interns
for summer and fall. Join us for a morning
corporate showcase where you're able to network,
obtain corporate literature, meet reps, interview
and find a chaUenging internship!

Come see for yourself!
College Park- Ashby Crossing, L.L.C.
1235 F Devon Lane • Open Monday- Saturday • 432-1001
I

Luxury 4-bedroom apartments · 2 full bathrooms · microwaves ·
icemakers · dishwashers · private bedrooms · washer/dryer · hot
tub · pool · student services center · ceiling fans · lighted parking
· basketball/volleyball/tennis courts · picnic area · professional
management on-site · 24-hour emergency service· double beds
weight/exercise room · designer furniture Included · and more!

WHEN:

Monday, March 17, 1997

WHERE:

Showker Hall Lobby

TIME:

8:30 - 10:45 a.m.

AITIRE:

Business casual

FOR:
YOU! All majors are welcome.
Bring plenty of resumes, network and interview
during this "one-stop shopping" event!
DETAILS : Joanne Borish Faber @ x3279 or
via e-mail @ borishjm
PLUS :
Join us for the Walt Disney World
College program presentation on the evening of
March 17th at 7:00p.m. in Sbowker Hall, Room
GS. Find out about summer and fall internships
with this media giant. Students must attend the
evening presentation to be eligible to interview the
next day. Free food following the information
,
session!
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size of complex

New buildings will not affect
other complexes owners say
Construction that will triple
the size of College Park-Ashby
~is not expected to negatively affect other area complexes.
'We're building a very competitive product." said Joe Coyle,
executive vice president of
College Park. "'' th.inlc competition is an important thing in this

rnarbtplace.,

Phase D of the development,
which includes nine new build~, or 1~ apartments, is moving along and will be ready by
August, June Holsil)ger, property
manager, said. Phase m construction, consisting of seven buildings, or 84 apartments, is also
underway. About 95 percent of
Phase 0 uni_ts, which will run
from $265--$2.15 per person per
month. hive alread}' been leased.
Residents living in existing Wlits
will pay $240-$250. Residents
now pay $220-$250.
Ashby has alw.ays been a
competitor, but Olde Mill Village I
does not plan to build amenities

similar to Ashby's because students are aheldy c:&ed similar
fadlit:ies on campus, such as campus computer Jabs and UREC,
said Barbara Tolsorr, property
manager at Olde Mill.
Along with the new build-

inf;;, Ashby plans to complete a
dubhouse by April, Coyle said.
The clubhouse/community
center will be used for events
such as resident cook-outs and
will contain a computer center
and exercise facilities.
In addition to the clubhouse,
College Park is building a swimming pool, jacuzzi, and tennis
and volleyball courts for residents.
Despite the competition,
Ashby is not necessarily overbuilding, Tolson said. However,
builders shoti.ld always keep in
mind how their construction
affects the community.
.,It's always a concern that
there are going to be more (units)
out there than students to fiU
them. she said.
Tolson said the increased
enrollment at JMU has a.ilowed
many apartment complexes in
the area to fill up faster than
usual. The improvements that
have been underway at Ashby
do not appear to be ~g away
potential residents at Olde Mill
"Right now it's not affecting
us," she said. "We're much further ahead now than we were at
this time last year."
Rent at Olde Mill runs $23().
$250, which Tolson said is a good
N

value.

"We have quite a bit of space
here," she said. "You're getting

~APALLM)~I~pl~~o

~ ~leCe

hrk .......,_ 8lltJclpete conStructJOn of PheMie II and Ill will be completed
before the ... '97 Nmllltef. 1M 2.6 new bUiklln&s wtn triple the alze of the complex.

more for your money."
Susan Givens, property manager at 'The Commons and South
View, said she agrees facilities
such as a clubhouse are not neeessarily great advantages for residents.
'1'he have such a beautiful fitness center at JMU and most of
the students leave in May anyway so they're not around to use
the pool," she said.
Ashby is providing good
competition to the Commons and

South View, and their units are
not overpriced. Rent at the
Commons is $230-$239 and South
View units run from $260-275,
comparable to the new units at
Ashby, Givens said.
South View, which will consist of 20 buildings and about 10
acres when completed, is also a
brand new complex and provides each resident with a private
bath.
The luxury of having a private
bath is very appealing to stu-

dents, Gjvens said.
"I think most people wouJd
prefer having their own private
bath than to pay more for things
such as a clubhouse," she sajd.
However, Ashby is trying
very hard to complete the clubhouse and pool so current residents can enjoy the benefits,
Coyle said.
One of the reasons they wanted to complete the clubhouse by
see COMPLEX page 13

PUSH week raises money to aid handicapped
by Laurie Batts
sliljfwriter
The membem of Pi Kappa Phi wiD tie

. on the commons this week attempting to
raise $2,(8) for PUSH .America, an organization that helps the han<:ticapped.
As ol Wednesday, Pi Kappa Phi members did not know how much they had
already raised during this year's PUSH

week. but they hope to reach their $2,000
goal by Friday. The chapter an\icipates
dooating about $3,500 to PUSH by the end
of the year through business donations,
said Vin~ Brigidi, last year's PUSH chair.
JMU's Delta Tau chapter of Pi Kappa
Phi has participated in PUSH week for the
past eight years and has consistently been
in the top 15 percent of Pi Kappa Phi contributors in the country. This is a tremen-

dous accomplishment because JMU is
located in a small town, Brigidi said. Many
other chapters that make substantial contributions are located in larger cities, such
as George Mason University in Fairfax.
People Understanding the Severely
Handicapped (PUSH) America is an organization that helps make playgrounds,
schools and other establishments more
handicapped accessible, Brigidi said.
"We all take a lot of pride in PUSH
week," said Hunter Smith, current PUSH
chair. '1 want people to come by and ask
questions and find out what the organization is all abQut."
"Our fraternity has a long tradition
with PUSH," Smith said. "We especially
like helping the handicapped children."
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity's national headquarters established PUSil in 19?7 as the
fraternity's national philanthropy. PUSH
quickly expanded in scope and became
PUSH America, a national association with
a three-pronged mission statement promoting service, volunteerism and education.

GAIL MAllJIERA/c01111ribun·" 8 phowgrfJpber

KllciPa Pbl - • 11Me on the CGftii110M Tuesday .rtemoon to help raise
..-,._PUSH week. 1M .......... hopes to donate about $3,500 to the c•....

. . ..._. of PI

Pi Kappa Phi chapters from across the
country participate in PUSH week each
year. Since 1977, Pi Kappa Phi has raised
about $3 million for PUSH. This is the
largest sum of money any men's national
fraternity has ever raised for a P-hilanthropy, B.rigidi said.
Although Pi Kappa Phi solicits donations for PUSH throughout the year from
businesses and individuals, PUSH week

activities are the main source of fund-ra.ising, Brigidi said.
Last year Pi Kappa Phi only raised
about $1,000 during PUSH week because
of bad weather conditions, whJch hindered
the number of students that congregated
on the commons.
The money raised will help PUSH
America build handicapped ramps and
install elevators and railways, Smith said.
Besides donating money to their philanthropy, Pi Kappa Phi members also help
build handicapped-accessible playgrounds
and renovate e.x.isting buildings.
ln April several members of the JMU
chapter will travel to Tennessee to join
otheT Pi Kappa Phi members from across
the country in PUSH building projects.
Pi Kappa Phi members Kevin McGee,
Steve Theiss and Carter Massengill will
participate in another PUSH activity this
summer - The journey of Hope.
The Journey of Hope is a cross-<:ountry
bicycling trek that begins in San Francisco,
Calif., in june and ends in Washington,
D.C., in August. National Pi Kappa Phi
members who apply to the program must
solicit $4,000 each in donatio ns before
being accepted.
Pi Kappa Phi will be on the commons
10 a.m.-4 p.m. today and friday. Smith
~ au students to donate. Checks made
out to PUSH America are accepted. If you
have any questions or about PUSH and
how you can help, call Smith at 433-3778,
or e-mail him at smithha@jmu.edu.
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171 Neff Ave.

"Behind the Mall"
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Come participate in Women's Celebration
Month and be empowered by Sister Souljah. A
controversial speaker, Sister Souljah will be
sharing with us her views on gender and race
relations. The event is free and all are
encouraged to attend.

and

Attention Fraternities
Sororities
Special student group rates and
same day service available
Hundreds of tuxedo styles on site.

PLEASE CALL THE MANAGER
FOR PETAILS
I

,
SUNDAY, MARCH 16 thru SATURDAY, MARCH 22
3/18
Oatmeal, Saamblcd Eus
Huhbrown Poutocs. Bacon
Plocaka

Veaeuble Bed Soup
Cblckcn Breast Stuffed wub
Broccoli
Jijce PIW, Peas .t Oruons

M1nncsoca Wild Ric:c Soup

w
Cream ofTOJTWo Soup
Soft Shell Taco
Gnllcd Cheese Salldwich
R.efncd Scans
Green Beans
Mwd Vc,c:ublcs

3/ll

Cream or Mushroom Soup
Philly Cheese SitU
Sandw1cll
ChiCicen Cbcac Scca.k
Sandwich
VfJCWWI U.S.,aa
Curly Fries. Peas
IWalouille

ChiCken Noodle Soup
P17.D
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Oruoo Rlnp
Green Beam
Cauliflower au Grann

Turkey Ric:c Soup
Counuy Fried Steak
CoWlll')' Cream Gravy
Grilled Chickeo witb ha
Ol«sy Masbcd Powoes
Mex.icln Com
Green Bcaos

Clucken Nuucu
BBQ Beef SandltilCh
Scalloped PocaliiCS
Broc:cob Span
Brolled Tomatoes

Black Bean Cbib

Otili R.ellalo

Vqewuo Taco Salad

Ve&euble Lo Mcm

Chth Con Corny

MaiCIIII Fried Ric:e

Fncd Chicken
Beef Sll'OpJ.IOtf

Beef .t Vqcsable Stir Fry
C11n1S Cucltco

Gibbon Bar .t GriD - Une '

EuNoodles
Carrocs
Spinacb

Riee

P0110 Sinn
Nacho Bar
BroccoU CW
Fned Mushroom
Fried Zuechini
Fncd Onion Rtnp
Fried Jalapeno Pcppc:r Stnp
Tom110 Herb Sauce

Scnmblcd Eus
Hasbbrowncd Powocs
Saua&e Links, Bacon
Cmnamon Apples
FrencbTOUl
BeliJ&II Waffles
Soudlwescem Rotisserie

Ouckcn Tmyati
Cheese Sntlfcd Shells
Sesame Noodles
Broccob Sur Fry
Cnnberry Glued Carrots

BBQ Ribs
Fried Chickm
Baited 8canl
Soutbcnl Great BcaDa
Co~ oo cbc Cob

VCJetable Chow Melli

Ciarden Qukhe

Baaels. Danish

Htltl Baked Cueka1
Roaa Port
Herbod Rrd Powocs
Cornbread Stufflll&
Broccoli Spean

3/20

Peas
eauunower

Sauerltnut

SICMII Apples

Veaeww~

Eu Rolls

BufhloW"mp

Cram of Ric:e
Scrlalbled

E&P

Huhbmmed Powocs
8KoD. PIDcMa
FrCDcb Oaioo Soup
Oucka:IF~

Broccoti, Mwd Ve&cublcs

Chicll:en

Herb MIXed Squub
Veaeunan Stutred Peppe11

BRIE

• Chess Club meeting, Miller
nn. 120, S.7 p.m.
Details: Quyen, x7782, or e-maiL Ql)Oi.AU.
e EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rln. 302, 5 p.m.
• Diet analyzatiort, sponored by Dietetic Association
and Dining Services, 0-hall Door 4, P-7:30 p.m.
• Thursday Night Fellowship, presented by Baptist
Student Union, Baptist Student Cen(er, 5:30p.m.
• Gemini Entertainment meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 305,
6p.m.
• Fellowship dinner and New Ufe Singers, Wesley
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.
• Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m.
e CARE meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 2,03, 6:30p.m.
• Catholic Campus Ministry folk group practice, CCM
House, 7 p.m.
'
I
• Gender EquaUty and Sexism di.scupsion, sponsored by
UPB, Multicultural Student Services and
Women's
I
Resource Center, Grafton-Stovall The~tre, 7:30p.m
~ The Madison Project, Taylor
tJnder, 7:30-9 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylof Hall, rm. 311, 8
p.m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746.
• Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, PC Ballroom, 8 p.m.
• Young Democratic Socialists m~ting, Taylor Hall, nn.
400, 8 p.m. Details: Michael, x5143.
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• Presidential Premedical Scholarsh.ip applications due
in Office of Premedical Studies.
e Photography Contest entries due, WRC, Taylor Hall,
nn. 200,5 p.m. Details: Ann, x3407.
• Friday Night Bible Study, presentyct by BSU, Baptist
·
Student Center, 7 p.m.
• Coffeehouse featuring What If?, sponsored by Presby·
terian Campus Ministry, Taylor Down Under, 8-11 p.m.
• Female Comedy Tour, Highlands Room, 8 p.m.
• JMU Skate Night, sponsored by Natural Highs, meet
at Godwin bus stop at 11:15 p.m., Sl skate rental.

1S I

!SATURDAY

• Catholic Mass, CCM House, 6 p.m.
1
• Dinner and worship service, sponsored by Episcopal
Campus Ministry, Canterbwy House, 6:30-8 p.m.

!SUNDAY

I

161

• Sunday Celebration, sponsored by Presbyterian
Campus Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m.
• Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship,
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m.
• Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Stiowker HaD,
nn. G-2, 8:30p.m. Details: Bedcy, 433-2461 Or Shannon.
x?236.
• Catholic Mass, sponsored by CCM, ~tovall
Theatre, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
:

One cadet dismissed, nine punished
for hazing female cadets at Citadel

Black Waynesboro High student
expelled for writing anti-black graflttl

CHARLESTON, S.C. - A male cadet at The Citadel
was dismissed and nine others were given lesser
punishments for hazing and ha(assing two female cadets
at the military school last fall. Ait 11th cadet was cleared.
"The college made mistakes and individuals broke
rules," interim President Clifton Poole said. "We have
gotten the facts. We have heard the evidence, and we
have punished those cadets who have violated
regulations."
The punishments announced Monday followed
private hearings March 1.
Former cadets Jeanie Mentavlos of Charlotte, N.C.,
and IGm Messer of Clover, S.C., said the clothes they
were wearing were set on fire and cleanser was poured
on their heads. They also said they were forced to drink
tea until they became ill, made to drink alcohol and
forced to stand in a closet while being shoved and kicked
last semester.
They announced in January they would not return for
the spring semester. The FBI and state investigators
continue to look into their allegations for possible
criminal charges.
The Citadel, which still has two female cadets, began
accepting women last June after a court battle.
Of 15 male cadets who faced discipline, one was
dismissed and another was restricted to campus for the
i'est of the semester. He must also march for 120 hours
with an unloaded rifle in the barracks courtyard.
Punishments for the others included demerits and
confinement to the barracks. Previously, three cadets left
school and one received additional marching and
demerits.
- AP/newsfinder news eervice

WAYNESBORO- The School Board expeUed a black
ninth-grader who police say scrawled anti-black graffiti at
Waynesboro High School, the student's unde said.
The November graffiti incident led to several months
of racial tension that culminated with a Jan. 30 melee
between police and students at the school.
Police used tear gas to disperse a crowd of students
who refused to return to class, and 11 students and one
parent were arrested on charges of disorderly conduct,
assault and battery and interfering with police.
Substitute Juvenile and Domestic Relations Judge
Anita Filson is expected to decide later this week whether
the students were guilty of the charges.
Gerald Blair, the uncle of the alleged graffiti writer and
a member of a citizen task force trying to ease the school's
racial tension, said Monday his nephew denied writing
#Blacks go to Africa" and "White Knights" on a school
poster.
PoUce said another student identified the youth. Police
also used handwriting analysis to investigate the matter
but declined to bring charges, leaving any discipline to
school officials.
School Board Chairman Eddie Stratton said as a matter
of policy, the board does not comment on discipline
involving individual students. He said a student who is
expelled can enter an alternative program and eventually
can be reinstated.
Mildred Middlebrooks, head of the Waynesboro
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, said she was saddened by the
expulsion and wasn't convinced that the student in
question wrote the graffiti.
- AP/newsfinder news eervice

.
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• News: JMU experiences increased participation in Greek life
• Focus On: Habitat for Humanity- commentary and history
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JMU SeuUfce

AroaR~&

James Ma~ison Ur.JiveRsicy is pRoab 'to bonoR tbose emplocvees
ebaarar.•
a seRvice m«estone in 1006. We Recognize 'tbe ~e~icate~ seRufce arl6
commitmen-t to excellence of these emplocvees. Congrzatolatfons an6 ~:...:
~eepest appRecfatfon to each of croa!
10-YEAR AWARD RECIPIENTS (CONT.)

30 YEAR AWARD RECIPIENT
PATRICIA GARBER
.2~

I

MICHAEL DAVIS
CHERYL DEAVERS
DARREN DRURY
LINDA GOODEN
ROBERT GOODMAN
THOMAS HERN
JOHN HULVEY
KAREN HULVEY
SHIRLEY KNUPP
DORENE LONG
DEBORAH MILLER
CONNIE MINNICK
NORVA MINNICK
DAVID MOYERS
KAREN MOYERS
J. W. MYERS
ROSEMARIE PALMER
DIXIE RHODES
MARY ANN RUCKER
MARIA RULEMAN
ANN SIMMONS
DOROTHY SMITH
MARY STEWART
ELIZABETH STOOPS
ELAINE ST~OUPE
SHARON TRAVER
CAROLYN WAllACE
RONALD WILFONG
BARBARA WINE

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

YEAR AWARD REClPlENTS

ROBERT BAKER
JUDITH BREEDEN
KAREN CARICOFE
REBECCA HINKLE
DORIS HOUCHEN
JOYCE JACKAMEIT
PAULA SEE
JAMES WILBERGER
FRANCES WilKERSON

PUBliC SAFETY
CARRIER LIBRARY
FAOUTIES MANAGEMENT
CARD SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA lABS
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
HISTORY DEPARTMENT
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR

.20 YEAR AWARD RECIPIENTS
FREIDA BRIDGES
BRENDA CAPLINGER
ROY CARDIN
GARY COFFMAN
NOLAN DEAN
REBECCA EAVEV
LARRY HOLSINGER
JOAN HOUFF
PHYLLIS JOINER
ANNA NEWMAN
DELANEY REEDY
WANDA RODGERS
KAY VEITH
MARY WARNER
MAXINE WENGER
WILLIAM WHITMIRE
JODIE WYMER
1~

DINING SERVICES
ACCOUNTING. REPORTING
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC SAFETY
PUBLIC SAFETY
SPEECH • HEARING CENTER
AUDIT it MGMT. REVIEW
RESIDENCE LIFE
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
CARRIER LIBRARY
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES
HUMAN RESOURCES
RESIDENCE LIFE
PUBLIC SAFETY
TElECOMMUNICATIONS
. .
HUMAN RESOURCES

I

~-YEAR

YEAR A WARD RECIPIENTS

VERA BLOOMSTROM
NANCY CARRIER
DIANA DAVIS
MARY ANN HANLON
DANIEL KING
MARY LANDIS
DOLLY LAWSON
MICHAEL LOFLAND
CAROLYN MAY
JOHN MECK, JR.
KAY MOZINGO
BONNIE POWELL
MARY REXRODE
VISTA RITCHIE
KATHY SHULER
JANE SWOPE
MICHAEL WOOLMAN

UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER
DINING SERVICES
ACCOUNTING 6 REPORTING
CARRIER LIBRARY .
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
DINING SERVICES
DINING SERVICES
SPECIAL EVENTS/CATERING
FAOUTIES MANAGEMENT
IT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
INFO. AND DECISION SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY CTR/ORIENTATION
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES
BURSAR' S OFFICE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

10-YEAR AWARD RECIPIENTS
RUBY ARMENTROUT
CRAIG BAUGHER
RANDOLPH BOLTON '
CURTIS BREEDEN .
PAMELA CAHILL •

FACILITIES MANAGMENT
ILR/CENTER FOR MULTIMEDIA
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
RETAIL SERVICES '', ;
ACCOUNTING It: REPOR:TING

FACIUnES MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING a REPORTING
IT TECHNICAL SERVICES
FACILmES MANAGEMENT
TELECOMMUNICAnONS
THEATRE PRODUCTION/WILSON
FINANCE
IT TECHNICAL SERVICES
DINING SERVICES
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
DINING SERVICES
TECHNICAL SERVICES
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
liS
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
FACILinU' MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER
DINING SERVICES
CARRIER LIBRARY
DINING SERVICES
PUBLICATIONS
FAOLITIES MANAGEMENT
FAOliTIES MANAGEMENT
PUBUC SAFETY
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER

I

I

AWARD RECIPIENTS

MARY ANN ARBOTT
MARY ARGENBRIGHT
MARK CLINE
LINDA CRAUN
ROGER DAGUE
NORMA DAVIS
ALLEN DEAN
MICHAEL DERROW
ANDREW FRAZIER
RUSSELl FULLER
ANNE GORDON
TERESA HARRIS
CHARLES HERRINGTON
PATRICIA JENKINS
USA KIRACOFE
VIOLET LOTTS
JUNE MARTIN
ROSIE MCARTHUR
JUNE MCAVOY
ROBERT MCKENZIE
ROBERT MILLER, JR.
SUELLEN MOWERAY
WILLIAM PETERSON
LINDA RITCHIE
ANDRE SELLERS
MARIE SMITH
BETH SPARKMAN
PAULETTE SWINSBURG
·~ruiNDA w~~,I\I~ON ·
ROB~TI XA~t;~.,· . '·

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

POLITICAL SOENCE
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
IT TECHNICAL SERVICES
DINING SERVICES
CAREER SERVICES
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
DINING SERVICES
DINING SERVICES
CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL DEY
SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS
DINING SERVICES
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
IT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
DINING SERVICES
MEDIA RELATIONS
INTERCOLLEGlATE ATHLETICS
DlNING SERVICES
DINING SERVICES
STOREROOM
DINING SERVICES
DlNING SERVICES
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
CAMPUS CARD CENTER
DINING SERVICES
CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL DEY
STUDEN"{ AFFAIRS

·MATH OEP.(gTMEN1' ' ' · : ·\i·.·,·. ·
!~=~~L~£!1 ~GINI:NT ' .... :~ •
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sGA:-senate -nears-Judicial report; .
I

allocates money to ·organizations
by Rob Speirs

SGA reporter
The Student Judk:ial Coordinator updated the Student
Govmunent Asaodation Senate at its Tuesday meeting.
Senior Michael Keens, student judicial coordinator,
reported he dealt with 123 students, encompassing 127
violations, since September. The majority of the offenses
concerned substance abuse/ alcohol violations.
A typical result of a substance abuse/ alcohol violation
is one or two semesters on probation aild ~ attendance at an Informational seminar on substance abUse.
Keens meets with each student and if he finds the individual responsible, he recommends a sanction the student
can accept or reject. If the student rejects Keen's sanction,
the case goes to the Judicial Committee, which makes a
judgment independent of Keen's ruling.
Following Keens' report, SGA executive board discussed a conference it recently attended in Texas that
brought together 119 other student governments fTom

acroes the country.
Conference attendees discussed typical problems facing student governments and suggestions for increasing
each organization's effectiveness.
One suggestion made at the conference was to delegate
the finance aspects ol SGA to a body speci6cally chartered
for this purpoee.
Vice President April Roberts said she thought the allocation of funds took up at least 85 percent of Senate's time.
"A lot of people feel like that's aU we do and don't come to
us with their problemi and concerns," Roberts said.
Another idea was to elect senators and representatives
from JMU colleges rather than from residence halls and
off-campus apartment complexes.
Common mistakes made by student governments,
according to Roberts, are: spending too much time on

internal organizational reform, spending too much time
arguing about ~gni6cant matters and using parliamentary procedures as a weapon rather than a tool.
The meeting continued with the Finance Committee's
introduction of several bills to Senate.
The College Democrats requested money to bring
Clinton campaign strategist James Carville to speak at
JMU. According to Jamie Gregorian, SGA pres ident,
Carville lowered his speaking fee from $15,000 to about
$2,300.
Commuter Sen. Max Finazzo raised concerns about the
organization's lack of fund raising to date and that no on·
campus room had been reserved for the event.
Commuter Sen. Kristen Brannen spoke for the bill and
urged Senate not to pass up the opportunity to bring such
an important speaker to JMU.
The bill passed at $3,575, including money to cover
advertising costs.
HilleL the Jewish student organization, also requested
funding for a speaker.
Alida Appleman-Jurman is the author of Alicill: My
Story, a biography in which she discusses her experiences
during the Holocaust
Senators debated whether to allocate funds to Hillel
because the organization already requested and received
money earlier this semester for an lsraeJ Day.
Finance Committee Chair Richard Jenkins said his
committee had a problem with the group returning to
SGA within such a short period.
At Large Sen. Ron Rose spoke for the bill and said he
didn't have a problem with allocating hmds to Hillel and
applauded the group's fund raising efforts.
"'f it's not in the constitu~ we can't say: it's your
second time back so we can't give you money ... this is
the only
that did do. fund raising," Rose said.
Sen. Jeff Nimmer, Chandler Hall, said he heard

group
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• The Food Services Committee introduced two
options to replace reusable ~tainers at Let's Co and
Mrs. Greens. The first option would involve a new
washable container which students would tum in for a
clean o ne each time they dined. Problems with this
option are expense for the new container and lack of
washing space at dining facilities. The second option
would involve collecting food on a standard tray and
then transferring the food to the oJd reusable containers.
• The Academic Affairs Committee conducted a survey to assess student opinion on taking pluses and
minuses into account when tabulating GP As and
extending the add/drop period to two weeks. Opinion
was equally divided on the plus/minus issue but overwhelmingly in favor of extending the add/drop period.
• The National Association for the Advancement o f
Colored People received $'N7 from Senate to pay for an
awards ceremony during which Image Awards will be
presented to minority students.
Appleman-Jurman speak and urged Senate to pass the
bill.
The bill passed at $2,201. The allocation included
money to be used for jewish Awareness Week in April.
Tile month's p~ is to teach non-Jewish students
"what it's like to be Jewish and about Uewish) holidays
and customs," said Stuart Lerner, Hillel treasurer.
The Honor Council requested SGA monies to present a
S500 scholarship for honor and academic integrity open to
aU students. The scholarship will be awarded for the best
essay written on the topic "The H?Jlor System and its
importance to Jamec; Madison University: a personal per·
spective."
Essays should not be more than two double--spaced
typewritten pages and must be submitted to the Honor
Council Office in Taylor Hall rm. 228 by 3 p.m., April3.
Senate allocated $500 for the scholarship.

'
11•e JMU Social Work Department presents

ATTENZIONE!

The 8th Annual
/

Study Abroad for Exceptional Students
Scholarship Available for
JMU's Semester in Florence

SOCIAL WORK
CELEBRATION DAY

Required overall GPA- of 3.5 or above
and financial need

FRIDAY, MARCH.14,
~1997
•.:
8:30 A .M.-2:00P.M.
PHILLIPS CENTER BALLROOM

Study abroad in Florence for a semester
or summer, and pay only what you
would for studying at JMUII
E:IISJit»lllt]t:
~verall GPAof 3.5
or above
•acceptance to the
JMU Summer
1997 or Fa111997
Semester in
Florence program
-personal essay
and faculty
ecommendat~on ..• for furtber.informaqon, .co.n.tilct th~ 9ff~c; pf
inancial need' Av Ipte~tjdrhfi Educatiotl: ,f}P.J : iptt;_~®]rtlu

Deadline
March 14, 1997

.eau or Dr. Kay Arthur, Drrector of ilie Florence
program, x6419/x6642. arthurkg@jmu.edu.
http://www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/firenze.html

Keynote Speaker:

~

ROSEMARY DEMPSEY
ACTION VICE-PRESIDENT

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF
WOMEN
9:00A.M.
WORKSHOPS WILL INCLUDE:

·--Feminism In Social Work
--Sexual Assault
--Welwe Reform .
--AptiOQ ~l\01'\ t .' , , . .•.
--Envtroiuia&Ulal
~St1Ce' ' •
--Art Therapy,
~:1~
--Allemahve
li~g
• HMA"'f
• -o~fJCtlplel'Kifti:bed by HIYIUn > \

For more information. please call E.J. Bott at
574-6064 or Amanda Schell
. at 564-0336.

•
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You can
love your baby
and yourself by giving it Iife, hofl':,
- joy. We are a childless couple long!ng to
become loving parents through prtvate
adoption. Together we can turn each
other's sorrow into joy, and share
ideas for your and your baby's
bright future.

~

luckv at
B. Moss
On St. 'Patrick's Dav.
Evel1fone is

tl

Ill

0

I

1

..

all w/ Divlrw Interests: Man-ied
lO yrs.; LMrg in
VA;Star-crt-hofne
1111tA:. Fmancially
Stable; Sllllitive
to Yar Needs.

. . . Call.

No Obligation.
Let's Just Talk.
Strictly

WELCOME BACK JMU.

St. Patrick's Dav
;tlondav, March 17th.
•

...-.~

~ed.

But Your Luck Is Guaranteed
1 Day Only!
•
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YarPrMx:y
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Our Pot o•Gold will give you
30o/o* 40%* or 50o/o* Off
Everything In The Store!

·

6reatw/

Medical&~

I

•

:_.B..,.MOSS~"'
,.,•'

v~ireV. Mau

• PERCENTAGS OFF APPUED TO ORIGINAL TtCKET PRtCE. NOT TO BE USED WITH OTHER
DISCOUNTS. OOES NOT APPLY TO PREVIOUSLY PURCHASED MERCHANDISE, PURCHASE
OF GIFT CERTlACATES. LAYAWAY BALANCES, OR CREDtl CARD PAYMENTS. DISCOUNT
APPLIES TO ITEMS BROUGHT TO COUNTER BEFORE DRAWlNG. NO HOLDS PLEASE.

e shoe for
sandal lovers.

Did you spend all of
your money?
I

\\'ell,

9/JO/Ifte/ ~ 3~

s•.i llltas the IJest food and

lteverages that you can buy
with

Loose Cbange!

Arizona
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BIRKENSTO(K®
The original comfort shoe.

.
' . .
BENNIE'S SHOE STORE
Downtown Staunton
(540) 886-8121
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Buy One Entree or Pizza and Get One of
Equal or Lesser Value For
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Founders Day highlights
higher education changes

by Brian Hutchenon

_

CC!!Jlributing writer

by Meredith Mansfield

11

Grief unexpressed, is grief
that lasts indefinitely," Barrett
Hart said Monday, referring to
the traUJN thousands tiave experienced by the recent conflict in

contributin writer

the fonner Yugoslavia.
The Visiting Scholars Progt:am
brought Hart to JMU. Hart works
for the Institute for Conflict
Transformation at Eastern
Mennonite University. His
speech, titled "Ethnicity, Politics
and Fear: Conflict and its
Transformation in the Former
Yugoslavia," told of his experience working in the war-torn
area. He spent the last two years
working in Croatia, Bosnia and
Serbia instrUcting religious lead-

ers in the areas of con1lict resolution, bias awareness, reconciliation and~ civil sqciety.
The war-torn area is composed of six countries with multi. pie religious factions in each

r

region.
"We tried to build communities," Hart said. "'These religjous
groups have never been in the
same room together."
Hart teaches these religious
groups to 1eam to work together
through resolution ol conflict and
trauma issues. Some people in
the war-tom area didn' t even
know they had experienced trau-

ma, he said.
"We had exercises that

JENNII'E8 BAKD/mlior plkJto~rophu

YlsltlnC....., a.r.tt Hart lectura .-.out ......per~enc.. with
the .......... of tM former Y....,avla In Harrlaon Hall Monday.
allowed them to hear about each
other's understandings of the
war," Hart said. "The second
stage i.rivolved teaching communication skillS and conflict resolution."
Bill Stetson, a freshman political science major, agreed with
Hart. ''We need to look at their
emotional needs as well as helping them physically/ 1 he said.
The United Nations High
Commission on ~ reporto;
100 million people in the former
Yugoslavia have been traumatized from the war.
~ost of their trauma comes
from being separated from family and home," Hart said. 'Their

future is no longer predictable."
Sin ce the Balkan conflict
began, 250.000 people have died
and 200~000 have been w ounded.
Many people have fled these
nations.
There are 870,000 refugees in
Bosnia alone, according to Hart.
·~ identity ol these people
has been taken aw~y. Identity is a
basic human need. These people
need to be recognized as independent nations," Hart said.
Anna Nolan, a sophomore
speech communication major,
hopes to work in conflict resolution. "I was exdted to see a leader
in this relatively new field come

toJMU."

JMU held the 89th annual celebration ye,terday honoring JMU's
founders, James Madison's birth·
day and the changU:lg of Madison
College to James Madison
University.
Gordon Davies, d1rector of the
State Council of Higher Education
for Virginia, presented the annual
james Madison Lecture on higher
education at the Annual Founders
Day Convocation.
"It is unfortunate that partisan
political agendas, ideologies and
ambitions wiU play an tne:reaSingly
dominant role in htgher education," Davies said. "Colleges and
universities are constantly coming
under attack by those averse to
change. We must guard against
this."
Davies' lectw'e focused on t:hree
changes he believes are vital to the
future of the higher education system. He supports the need to fund
higher education adequately, to
protect schools from politics and
ideologies and to take advantage of
the "dangerous opportunities" that
come with advanced communica-

tion technology.
"Quality in education costs
money," he said. Virginia ranks
44th among states for student funding levels.
"To support higher education ,

Virginia would have to invest $460
mallion a year m its colleges and
uniVersities. To support it at the
naho nal medium of sta tes, we
would invest 5220 million," Davies
said.
His final pomt was on transformations brought about by new
technology. "We are livmg at the
beginning of the greatest technological transformation of human
existence. Commumcahon is
instantaneous. Every institution in
society will be affected," Davies
said.
Educational res p onsibilities
come wtth these changes.
Instructors must find new ways to
help students find "moral and existential grounds" on which to s urvive in the future and teach the
necessary skills for the transformation to as many people as posstble,
Davies said.
In his closing words, he said
heducational achievement will be
the greatest [social) class divider of
the 21 century/' Davies said.
"Everyone must be included The
politics of inclusion will prove
stronger than the politics of exclusion for society."
Yesterday's ceremony continued
with the Pounders Day proclamation by )MU President Ronald
Carrier and the presentation of student and faculty awards.

see FOUNDERS page 13
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Where to pick up and return application:
Madison Leadership Center, Taylor 205, Front Desk
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Minimum GPA: 3.0
Who can apply: Any james Madison University student.
Applicant must demonstrate fmancial need as determined
by the JMU Office of Financial Aid; must attain at least
junior status in the year the scholarship is to be used;
must maintain superior academic achievement.

-~

bands start at 6:00 POmNDAu
SUNDAY
;. .:. .M~n~'•
Manute Soul
Sons of Icarus
Vullo ltudat
Aaron Wellman & friends

1-

Deadline for application:
5 p .m. , March 24, 1997

OFFICE
•

I

Brent Rhoads
Scholarship

a benefit concert for JMU·s

~
"T"._

·
Lambda Chi Alpha/

Preference given to student who is a member in good
standing of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity or another
Greek organization; however, membership in a Greek
organization is not a requirement to receive this award.
Applicants for this scholarship must submit an application
and an essay (question is on the appljcation) no later
than 5 p.m., March 24, 1997.

Thermos
Sedamentreous
Boxturtle
Shield f elf PointI
the Blackheads
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Ring Premiere

March 18', 1997
7:00pm - PC Ballroom
Refreshments, Garnes, Door Prizes and Free T-Shirts
~· E.Y.:~l'.Yb'(),d1J' s

a ·Winner ·
By Invitation Only
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as money for university operating costs.
"It's not hard to ask for money. The
challenge is to get it," Carrier said, stressing the importance of his new offices in
Richmond and Washington, D.C., used for
fund raising purposes.
"If we are to meet our challenge as a
university, we have to look to sources
other than Virginia and tuition [dollarsL"
he said.
Carrier also expressed his support for
Executive Vice President Linwood Rose,
who continues to run the day-to-day operations of JMU while Carrier politicks for
funds.
The second thrust of Carrier's address
focused on the need for greater collaboration between faculty members regarding
daily operations of the university. The
administrative strategy must move away
from "command and control" to collaboration between faculty members
"In three years is a new millennium,"
Carrier said. "With this new millennium
comes more autonomy, more funding and
more responsibility."
Shuler said, "What he said was very
encouraging [These meetings] help the
staff reconnect with the mission of the university. They really appreciate it," she said.

continu«< trom PI/fie 3

College Republicans, listened to Beyer's
speech a n d even engaged in a cordial
exchange of ideas with him afterward. But
in the end, he wasn't sold.
'1 think he's been shown to be a taxand~ liberal li~ Bill Clinton was in
his first two years," Marx said. "Beyer's
, provided a dream list of spending without
explaining liow he'll pay for it. That usualry means increasing taxes, and Virginia
won'l stand for any tax increases."
But Jamie Gregorian, president of the
College Democrats, isn't worried the taxand-spend liberal label some are trying to
paste on Beyer will stick. Gregorian is optimistic about the opportunity the campaign
presents to involve students in the political

process.
"This is just the beginning," Gregorian
said. 'We're going to educate students on
the need for better education, environmental protections and a strong economy.
Once we've done that, students will come
to the conclusion that Don Beyer is the
only candidate to lead Virginia."
For his part, Beyer plans to convince
voters with one firm hand shake at a time.
"There's an old rule in politics," Beyer
said '1t says run scared, win big. I won't
stop running till the polls come in."

continued from PBfl6 5

February was to make the property more
appealing to future renters, he said.
CoUege Park has been working with
Harrisonburg Transit, which will add at
least one bus stop to accommodate the
increased number of students, Holmnger
said.
Senior Stephanie Strong, who now lives
in Ashby Crossing and plans to stay there
next year, said she thinks the rent is relatively reasonable. In addition to a nice
apartment, she said use of a pool and other
facilities is worth the money.
"Rents go up every year anyway, and if
you get all of these extras, I think (the
rental rates] are reasonable," she said.
Holsinger said one of the reasons rent
has increased is because all apartments
will be furnished next year. Previously,
students could choose between furnished
or unfurnished apartments.
In response to com~tors' comments
that CoUege Park Communities i$ overbuilding, Coyle said he thinks there is a
great need for new luxury apartments.
Though construction has inconvenienced some students, Coyle said the
noise soon should not be as much of a

problem. As Phase D construction nears
completion, the new buildings will serve
as a noise buffer for Phase mconstructiOI\
which is further back in the complex.
"For growth to happen, and for
progress, unfortunately sometimes it may
be a little noisier than we'd like it to be,"
Holsinger said.
However, sophomore Lynne Wilson,
who lives in the building closest to Phase 0
construction, said the noise is "out of control," and when it rains, the street becomes
filled with mud.
"By the time we [residents ) get to the
bus stop, the backs of our legs are just covered in mud," she said.
Despite her complaints, Wilson sa id
she knows construction is necessary for
improvement, and she plans to live in a
new unit at Ashby next year. "I guess I
can't really complain because I' ll be using
the facilities next year."
Sophomore Lisa Solomon, who will
live in Ashby next year, said dealing with
construction is a part of life
"If I lived there now I'd probably be
annoyed too, but 1think people realize that
there's nothing they can do about it,"
Solomon said.

Founders _____________
continued from

page 11

Founders Day is "a special occasion to
remember the past, and a Jot of people
who were involved in the formation and
devefopment of this institution. lt is a time
to recognize the past and look a little to the
future," Carrier said.
The following awards were presented:
• Junior psychology major Melissa Kidd,
Samuel Page Duke Award for scholastic
exceJience

• Senior psychology major Amy Rey,
Faculty Award for Valedictorian
• Alumna Sue Dickson, class of '52,
Distinguished Alumni Achievement
Award
• Alumnus Paul Weber, class of '80,
Distinguished Alumni Service Award
• Anthropology and sociology professor
Cecil Bradfield, Dolley Madison Award
• Patricia Garber, secretary for facilitie:;
management, 30 years of service

Come hear ber powe.fid and ldtat~
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and Gender Equality••
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Theatre
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SENIOR CLASS CHALLENGE UPDATE:

JAMES MADISON UNtVERSIT·Y'S
SEMORS E_XCEL ON MID-TERMS

I

Thank you to all seniors who pledged
to the 1997 Senior Class Challenge.
Your support will make dreams become a realitymore computer equipment will be purchased and the
Oass of 1997 will assist students with their academic costs.
The following are the preliminary results of this year's
challenge by college as of March 11.

Do you want your collese to be the best?
Make sure you and your frtends have pledged to
the 1997 Senior Class Challenge.

What will the money be used for?
The 1st $25,000 will purchase computers, J!lultimedia centers, software, scanners,laser pnnters,
color printers- all types of computer eqwpment for
the general student computinglabs across campus.
The next $20,000 will go into an endo~ent which
wilJ generate money to purchase additional
computer equipment every year from now on.
The final $10 000 (or hopefully even more) will
endow the Class of 1997 Merit Scholarship.

There are several piedRa to choose from!
Pledges are payable over three years- that way everyone
can afford to participate!
The first pledge option, the Class Leader ,...Is $300
over three years with a Ist payment of $75, 2nd payment
of $1 00, and 3rd payment of $125.
The second pledge option, the Madison p/edge.ls $1 SO
over three years with a Ist payment of $25, 2nd payment
of $50, and 3rd payment of $75.
The third pledge option, the Senior pledge, is $97 over
three years with a Ist payment of $20, 2nd payment of
$30, and 3rd payment of $~7.
If you would like to pledge a different amount.

Arts and Letters

Business
I

Education and
Psychology

vrea~e
I

Integrated Science
and Technology

call x2825

Thanks to the 1997 Senior Class Challenge Team!
I

Science and
Mathematics

0

5

15

20

25

percentage of participation

It's not too late to join· the tradition!
If you are a senior graduating in May, July, or December of 1997,
you can pledge to the 1997 Senior Class Challenge. To pledge:
• call the Senior Class Challenge Office at x2825 or
• pick up a pledge card at the:
• Warren Hall info desk
• CISAT lounge
• Zane Showker Hall computer lab
• Hoffman Hall #8

Thanks to our very special sponsors:

US Air,
The JMU Bookstore,

Professional Framing Company,

Art Carved and

DainNorth
Amy Boor
TEAM CIPP'ERLY
Erin Clpperly
Lauren Knapp
JenShurbet
Dan Barton
Ellen Burnette
Mered1th Dykes
FOXY FUNDRAISERS
Susan Devampert
Valerie Butts
Melanie Hayden
Cynthia Hughes
Tamam Stewart
Keisha Garrett
THE ERMINATORS
Ashley Enner
Leigh Taylor
Shannon Rossiter
Raquel Canadas
Nate Young
Joslin Mangham
TEAM HENRY
Andrea Henry
Laura Pine
Nazir Barekzi
Sharon Trainum
Stephame Daniel
SLACKJN' SENIORS
Scott H1ckey
M1chael Keens
Brian Hughes
Nathan Hess
Deborah Rowlands

TEAM TIDWEll
Juhe Lamb
Kim Marsh
Marissa McCourry
Roger Wollenberg
Thnya Conner
Tracy Ring
Tanya Banks
TEAMKAVROS
Elent Kavros
Suzanne Ltola
Heather Aeischer
Lynn Sullivan
SWEET SYNERGY
Shay Makela
Heidi Cutler
Jordan Stewart
Laura Casey
Kara Cingerelli
TEAM MITCHELL
Molly Mitchell
Kendall Baltimore
Mary Carter
Steve Brown
Chris Doerr
Kenny Burgess

M~Bruce

Shamila Shah
Melissa Ev&na
Lal::reC'e wilson
TEAM SHAQ DIESEL
Annie Schouw
Sheri Bradley
NamiTran
Mlkt Quigley
Kosta Alexis
TEAM SHUFORD
Kim Shuford
JenMamane
Laura RKtolphi
Maureen Davenport
Aubyn Nicholson
Ryan Frost
SWEET SUCCESS
AKL
Marita Morales-Bermudez J.R. Wydnsky
Amy Riccardo
Vince Coyle
• Chad Harrington
Sarah Parker
Mauricio Abela
John-Michael Knowles
Matt E~n
TEAM LAPP
Enuly Ptaszek
Dave Lapp
TEAM NIELSEN
Brian Barber
Stacy Nielsen
Duane Brown
Kristie Williams
STEERING COMMITTEE
Debbie lucibello
Nirav Chaudhlri
Wade Hobbs
Alex Derhovannetalan
Basil Demelbky
Patrick Brown

PiltMi Plowera

. . .~WIIdd
TonJ

Boston Beane
Call568-2825 with

nfE DREAM TEAM
Dan Nebon
Noah Perlut
Jason HeisermAn
Meagan Mathews
AmyHillow
Todd Donaghue
TEAM RANOOLPH
Carla Randolph

uestions about the 1997 Senior Class
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Valley ;tfedlcal Group
· Internal Medicine

Thursday, March 13, 1997
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530 Neff Ave.
Gvnecolow

Thomas Mauser, D.O.
Kathleen Bell, M.D.

Elizabeth Swallow, MD.
Cathy Rittenhouse, CRNP

Nerv & established patients Tflelcome • Call for an qppolntment
tlltJ

BC/BS • QualChoice • Cigna •
530 Neff Avenue, behind the mall
504 W. Spotswood Trail, Elkton, VA

432 .. 1234
298 .. 1234

1--800--243--4314

Do you have
a story for
The Breeze?

Call x 6127
and give us
the scoop!
I

SUMMER 1997

-~

Orientation Office Assistants - Warren 302
Information Desk Assistants - Warren 302
Information Desk Student Manager- Warren 302
Taylor Down Under Assistants- Taylor 102

FALL/SPRING 1997-98
Box 066ie~ ~~~~

-

W~en

304

Even.U and Con6eJte.nc.u M~iA~ - WaJrJLen 302
1n6oJUna.t.lon Vuk M~~t:.a.n;tt, - WaJtJLe.n. 302
ln6oJUnation Vuk Student Manag~ - W~en 302
Commu.nity CooJtdi.na;toM - Ta.yloJt 102
Ta.yloJt Vown Undvr. A6~1A~ - Ta.yloJt 102
TVU OpeJr..a.ti,oM M-6.<..6~ - Taylo!r. 102

1

~

-~ TENNECII -·

'Automotive

I

SEASONAL SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
One of the Valle(s most prominent
employers,
Tenneco
Automotive,
Walker Manufacturing Is now accepting
applications for Seasonal Summer
Employment Persons Interested In
regular fufl.tlme employmeot need not
appty for these seasonal positions
Successful job candidates should.
Be 18 years of age or older
•
•
Have high school drploma or

GEO

•

.

Be able to perform well In a team
environment
Possess strong math and
communication skills
Have strong mechanical aptitude
Be able to work varied shifts/
weekends In a manufacturing/
distribution environment

Walker Manufacturing is part of the
Fortune 500 Tenneco, Inc. family,
offering starting hourty wage of $9.48
per hour (pus 40/hour shift premium
for 2nd and 3rd shits).
Interested candidates should complete
an employment applfcatlon at
The Virgnia Employment CommesB
(located behind Valley Mall)
Applications will be accepted through:
Friday, June 13. 1997.
EOE

/
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EDITORIAL

D~an...
A ''thanks-for-the-water" dart to whomever keyed
into my room after I had left for break and unplugged
my refrigerator.
Sent in by a student who doesn ~ appreciate ruined
books and warped cabinet due to the wet mess.

a

Pat..•

I

Carrier disrespects faculty

E

xac tly when was it that administrators axing of the physics departm.ent and the castration
decided they were all-powerful? At what of the UCC1>efore informing those who will be
point did they decide they could disregard affected, the administration leaves professors cluethe value of students, faculty and staff, make rules less and unprepared. These dedicated employees
without consulting their coworkers and cu s- balan1=e educating young minds with playing
tomers, break contracts they promised to keep?
administrative games daily. They come to JMU
When did JMU lose its system of checks and with enthusiasm and ideas, only to be cut off at
balances?
,,
the knees.
Some might say it was when
It's difficult to
Administrators recently
they canceled the physics depart- d
.
h
k kept another JMU employee in
ment in 1995, a program found at etermzne W at 1na es the dark while scheming behind
~early every reputable university a teatn, whether its the the scrim- "Lefty" Driesell, a
m the country. Some professors
J
/
I
man who dedicated nine years to
were shocked, havmg no indica- COaC lor t le p ayers. JMU basketball. After President
tion their positions woufd disapBut it is true the
Ronald Carrier verbally agreed
pear, and were outraged at the z
rfi
b
Driesell should coach until his
administrators' unbelievable p ayers pe Orin etter 700th win he and Athletic
'h a good COQC }1. " Dir~ctor Do~
I
efforts to k~p the.m U:UOformed.
Wlf
Lemish rescinded
Some rrught think tt was when
thctr proffilse. Driesell had
adm.inistrators ~~nceled -the Ur~iver~ity alrea<.~y annow1ced he w.ouJd co~~ another year.
Curnculum Counctl s power of acadenuc revtew
As IS often the way wtth adnuruslrators, Carrier
and then bovcottecl the next meeting, when heated and Lemish do not take the blame for their
debate would ccrtamly ensue. Adm.inistratorslud acttonc., sc1ying tn their press release, "james
from faculty concerns and complaints, com·cying, Madison Univcrstty has decided" and that the
in e..,sence, that profc-;sors' opmions were not wor- "jMl.J Community- including members of the
thy of consideration. The message to faculty and Board of Visitors -no longer !>upports" Driesell.
students, though, was that administrators were \'\There ts the "I" or "vve" in those statements?
afraid that if they included professors in a deciIt is difficult to determine what makes a team,
sion-making body, they would actuall} ha,·e to hs- whether 1t'5 the coach or the players. But Jt ts true
the players perform better with a good coach.
ten to them.
The examples of administrators' disregard for Coach Carrier should heed that lesson.
the importance of the people who hold this univen•ity together- students, faculty and staff- Tire ll_ouse. edito:1nl ref~ects lhe opinion of tire
extend fax beyond recent events.
edllorm/ board whtch conszsts of tlze editor, mauaging
By publicly announcing actions s uch as the editor and the opiniou editors.
K.aTen Bogan ••• editor
Laura L. Wade . .. opinion eifitoT

Kara o,kCTU ••• managing editor
Ktlley M. Blassingame ..• asst. opinion editor
l.dtm ro r~ tdltat .tlt1uld t-e nCJ ~~ SOO wur~.'Ciilttmru ~ltd •~ nn 1001'1!
man 800Wt>reb, and kilti Wid btijiUblilitd Gtie.apaa:.ilraiw.lf ~lfl«<;; must hi
dehve~d ,., The~ b.ypJOn Tueedav nr 5 p.m. Friday.
Tilt Brlnt ~ ~ •lflhr ro tdat ((lr clanrv and 'J)at:e.

•

Tilt q;lnk>ru indus leCtlon do Ml~y rdlect t~ ~mi911 of the- newspaper,
thisd, '" jtmQ MadtJon Uru~mry.

A "job-well-done" pat to the dedicated staff
members at UREC, Taylor Down Under and the
University Center who sponsored a wonderfully
successful ACU-1 Region Recreation and College
Bowl tournament.
Sent in by someone who is grateful to have a
chance to work with such [me people.

Dan...
A "highly-unprofessional" dart to J Willoby's
Roadhoulie for only offering us a 10 percent discount
for the appetizer with a long hair in it that we refused
to eat.
Sem in by several students who walked out after
finding another hatr in their french fries and being
told they were rude for complaining about it.

P~ae...
A "thanks-for-the-random-act-of-kindness" pat to
the two nursing majors and tbe member of Lambda

Ch1 Alpha fraternity who were kind enough to come
to my rescue when I fell and sprcllned my ankle
outside ./..ane Showker Hall.
Sem 111 /))1 (I .\'flulelll who is grateful for the
g<'ll<'rm;il_' and prohllhly still would be stuck on the
side<~( rhc road withow vou.

Dart...
A "what\-your-name"" dart to the cashier · at 0hall who m~tst on greeting me on a first-name basis
twice ada) but don't wear name tags.
Sc:m 111 h.\ a studem ,..·ho belte\'es ir's onlyfair for
D hall customers to have the same privileges as
cmMen.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-your-Let's Go!-containers" pat to
the many smdents who contributed their Let•s Go!
containers to our fundraiser for the Alternative
Spring Break trip to the youth center in Florida.You
helped raise over $700, and we couldn't have done it
witho4t you.
Sent in by two students who '.;,e'Ju doo;-to-door
collecting comainers to raise money for the children
at the Johnson-Brinson Project, Inc.
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Ebonies a label, teaching is what matters
'I am not arguing against the purpose of Ebonies, but I am disturbed about the label it carries ... '
olor is an issue that has dominated way? (I am not talking about accents).
the debate of Ebonies, which seems
J am not arguing against the purpose of
to be a household tenn these days. Ebonies, but I am disturbed about the label
Everyone is talking about it. I'm not trying it carries- ''Black English."
to criticize the purIf whites a lso
pose of Ebonies
- - - - - - - - - - - . speak this dialect,
but how It is being
which is said to
defined.
originaw in Africa,
I've read in difit is improper to
ferent newspaper
consider Ebonies
articles
that
"Black English...
Ebonies, or "Black
_ Chris Carter
I quote Charles
English," as it is
Barron In the Feb.
referred to in the .__ _ _...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.... 27 issue of The
media, wiU provide a means for teachers to
Breeze posing an
instruct black inner city school kids in interpretation of Ebonies: "When little
standard English.
Aisha says 'teacher, dat ain' t right,' that
I am one of the biggest advocates of teacher needs to say ' let me hear you,
achieving a good education, and I am Aisha, translate that into another form.'"
ready to try anything to improve the eduYou mean to tell me that blacks are the
cation of these black inner city school kids. only ones who speak this way? I don't
However, there is one problem I have with need any in-depth information about
Ebonies. Why is it referred to as .. Black Ebonies to reali~e this is n ' t " Black
English?"
English.''
I think it is a terrible mistake to make
The academic scatus of these black
Ebonies an issue of color. I have heard
inner-city kids has been singled out and
many ideas of what Ebonies is. These ideas objectified because of their poor grades,
are not just from black inner city school and they are unforll;mately foJ:Ced into the
kids, either.
"guinea pig" role in the experiment of
Are inner city black kids really the only Ebonies.
group of people who speak this language?
The positive aspect of the "ascension"
What about whites who speak the same of Ebonies is that these kids hopefully will

C

A Minority
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LET'J'EI{S T<> TilE

get the proper education they need to
make it in today's world. A negative
aspect is that this attempt at rescuing these
academically-deprived black kids has put
more emphasis on their color rather than
the problem Itself.
Why don't we call this attempt to raise
these students' grades better, effective
teaching? Why Ebonies or " Black
English?" Does it matter what color the
people are who speak this " foreign" language? If white kids had this problem,
what would be the name of the method of
teaching them? Wo uld there even be a
name?
The fact that these kids aren't getting a
proper education, and their resulting academic failure, is due to other factors such as
economic status and their environment
Since when is the failure of black inner
city school kids in academics such a "phenomenon" that they need to be taught in a
sped6cal1y labeled way?
When I was in school and someone
spoke language that was not standard
English, the teacher corrected that student
telling them, "That is wrong. The correct
way is . . . "
The issue has gotten so ludicrous that
I've heard this method is to show these
kids that speaking Ebonies is "OK," but
there is a better way to speak. The fact that

we say it's "OK" to speak this way is
ridiculous. If these kids apply for a job,
what are we going to tell them? "It's OK to
speak Ebonies, but you can't speak it when
you go for a job interview."
If we emphasize the incorrectness of
this language and know speaking it will
no t help you in today's world, then tell the
kids the way they speak is incorrect
The whole issue of "colorizing" this
problem is ridiculous. It's no t just the children's problem - it is also a responsibility of their school systems and their parents. These kids have difficulty absorbing
knowledge unlike the kids who are succeeding in schoot so Jet's call it tha t.
The saddest part of the whole situation
of Ebonies is that it has divided the black
community. CNN news showed how parents in Oakland, Calif. favored the method
of Ebonies to improve their kids grades.
On the other hand,there are other parents who say this questions the ability of
black students, and blacks as a whole, to
achieve academically.
Notice that if you take the labe l of
Ebonies or " Black English" away from the
issue, it's just a method of teaching. To hell
with Ebonies o r "Black Englis h." Let's
teach our kids

Chris CArter is soplwmort sociology mnjor:

EJ)Jl~<>H

Local pizza businesses aim to provide
quality product, not attack JMU
To the editor:
I am an owner of the Domino's Pizza stores here in
town, a resident of Harrisonburg and an active participant
in several areas of the JMU community. Several articles
have run within the past couple of weeks in both the Daily
News-ReamJ as well as The Breeu on the subject of pizza
delivery. My business partner, Ray Sellers, and I have
done our best to answer the concerns on this subject as factually as possible while leaving emotion out of the issue.
Mr. Patrick Brown, in his letter to The Breeze that ran
Feb. 24, accused us of ,.attacJcing'' JMU as a whole. This
statement is unfair and unsubstantiated. When we bought
the Domino's Pizza stores here in 1992., they were serving
]MtJ, as were at least four other delivery companies.
Then, the pdce of a large, one-topping pizza was $11. I
now refer to the Feb. 20 Bretz.e article on this same subject,
which states our standing JMU special is a large, one-topping delivered for $7.99 (misprinted as $7.49), and is the
least expensive of the bunch! Every student would pay
two to three dollars more for this same product at home.
Mr. Brown, a "self<ontained city" is not one where multiple pizza companies, in fair competition, drive down the
price of a product ZJ percent over four years.
In the Feb. 18 Daily News-Record, ]MU is described as
becoming a self-contained city. A "self<ontained city" is
one where one product, s uch as Pizza Peddlers, is sold
that is said to be of less quaUty by the very peopl~ who
purchase it, but they pay $2 more for the benefit of accessing their own funds being held in a use-it-or-lose-it, staterun mandatory dining plan. This hardly "attacks" JMU as
a whole.
We are attempting to defend your right to a quality
product delivered for the same price as anyone else in
town. I have no objection, and in fact support, the concept
of buying delivered pizza on the dining plan, but why not

give the businesses that do this as a profession a chance to
provide this service efficiently and keep their prices in
check at the same time?
Every year, Domino's Pizza makes countless donations
to community service o rganizations o f both the
Harrisonburg and JMU community alike. The March of
Dimes, Walk America, Habitat for Humanity and many
other groups have contacted us, and we try to help whenever we possibly can . We are a m ember of the
Harrisonburg community, and we feel very strongly, JUSt
as JMU student groups do, that we must give back to the
community in which we live.
Mr. Brown, 1 invite you and anyone else interested in
finding out more to contact me. You seemed very concerned about the student image within the community.
Perhaps if we all work together, we can address the con-

cerns.
Tom Hutton

is one mo re asset to enlightening people o n women's
issues. We hope women will be empowered and men will
realize they have a responsibility to fight for gender equality
Although the conference focuses predominantly on
women's issues, a wide range of social issues will be
addressed The conference will feature workshops on several topic:::s, including alternative healing, action organization, art therapy, welfare reform and environmental injustice. Professiona l and students from aU over the country
w ill present these workshops.
While social work majors organized the workshops, the
topics and issues that will be addressed affect the entire
s tudent body.
The conference is d esigned to raise campus-wid e
awareness for social work, women's issues, social action
a nd leadership. There is much that JMU students can learn
from the day's activities, and everyone is welcome to
attend.

co-owner, Domino's Pizza of HIWrisonburg

Social Work Celebration Day will spark
student awareness, empowerment
To the Editor:
We are writing on behalf of the JMU social work
deparbnent to invite the JMU community to the eighth
annual Social Work 'Celebration Day on March 14. This
year's theme is ''Hearts for the Common Wealth, Change
for our World."
We are extremely pleased to be presenting Rosemary
Dempsey, action vke president of the National
Organization of Women, as the keynote speaker
The campus as a whole can be empowered by the
words Dempsey will speak at the conference. As March is
Women's History Month, awareness will be sparked
throughout the JMU community, and Dempsey's s~

Registration for the event begins at 8·?,() a.m in the PC
Ballroom. Dempsey will speak at 9 a .m. All events a nd
workshops are free. We hope everyone will take the
opportunity to join us for an enlightening and empowering event.

• #!

GIVE US nME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$55,000 limit
This.offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
~d certain other federally insured loans which are not
tn default
. ~d this is just the first of many benefits the Anny
wtll gt~e you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recrutter.

I

WALK§ THE WALl{ AND
TALK§ THE TALI(I
Intimate, powerful and virtually
note-perfeLtl Nervy and liberating#"
~y C.rr,

BOSTON SU.E

·:4 PDWERHDIJ§EI
PURE EXHILARATIONI
'liirls Town'ls a keeper."
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Home isn't always where you left it
I
went home for sprtn8 break. Home is
the house ln Fairfax County, n ear
0\anliDY, where I have lived with my
mom. my dad and my brother fot 14 years
this june. Home is not. ~ps, an especially exotic place to ~ one's vacation.
but it has proven pereMialty popular
among thole of ua with no money and a
marked aversion to student-ooly cruiaes to

ship with the Sarajevo chapter of Habitat
For Humanity before I would s uffer
through another summer lib the last one.
Arriving home after May session, I took a
job at a warehouse, only to be told, two
days prior to the start of my employment,
that I would be working the graveyard
shift from 9 unttl 7- p.m. until a.m., that
is.
Barbados.
I should hav quit right then. but I figTaking a cue from my two previous wed my odds c¥fmding another full-time
spring breaks at home, I worked during job a month aA-er the deluge of unemmy week off ,....._......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-•---.. ployed college
from school, a
kids
had
productive
come home
and altogethseeking easy
1
er preferable
work were
a lternative to
less
than
the crushing
favorable, so I
boredom that
s tayed. The
u s u a II y
crappy hours
ensues when I
lasted only
figure on filling a whole week with
thiee weeks, but lhe insomnia 1developed
trying to adjust td sleeping in the daytime
movies, books and seven-mile runs.
Because it is the pohcy o( our august lasted for the rest C?f the summer.
What was diff~t? I spent the last six
university to schedule "spring" break a
full three weeks prior to even the eaten- weeks or ~o before returning to
dar's dubious notion of when the season Harrisonburg sleeping, with the aid of a
prescription sedatiye, in the guest room of
begins, to find friends from other schools
kicking around town the same week that I
our house, alongside the stack of neglected
am is rare. So what can a poor boy do, board games and the old upright piano my
except interrupt his c ushy collegiate folks had bought Secondhand when I took
lifestyle with a unexciting week of lessons in the secQnd grade. It was as satis~
drudgery for profit?
fying a summary of those hellish three
Funny thing: home has become a way
months as I cou(d have gotten- me, a
trnnsient visitor in the house where I had
more complicated place over the past year
or so and not in a way r particularly like. I
lived since I was seven.
would happily accept a summer internHalf a year later, with the prospect of

Snake o ·z

spending another, even longer summer at
home looming in my uncomfortably near
future, I can still make only plausible,
vague explanations for what happened.
Most of my old &iends were gone- having moved away or stayed away, or taken
70-hour-a-week jobs, o r else gotten
engaged and become inseparably bonded
to someone else. Best of luck, kids. I'm
happy for you both. But what about the
guy I used to go to the movies with?
I always figured I would leave home
because I was ready to assert my independence and begin my adult life, not because
I couldn't feel I belonged there anymore.
Maybe the two aren't so much at odds
with one another.
As with so many things in life, what we
expect to be a dramatic transformation
turns out to be an extended series of gradual changes. Remember how TV shows
like "The Wonder Years" always made
puberty look like some terrifying ordeal,
but when it actuaJJy happened to you it
was kinda neat? This is precisely the opposite. ff coUege sometimes feels like a day
camp for high school graduates, crawling
toward the golden ring of complete fiscal
self-sufficiency might seem like being
asked, at the age of 13, by King Farouk to
keep his 87 wives satisfied for the week-.
end. The enthusiasm is there, but you really ought to wait until you've got at least a
prom or two under your belt, son.
These are fanciful exaggerations, of
course {No problem, King F! You just ·
enjoy the treaty negotiations and leave the
wives to me!), but such is the sort of neu-

rotic omeJette that separation anxiety and
sleep deprivation will make of the brain
you've been so careful to keep off drugs.
Visiting home for weekends and holidays since my freshman year, I' ve often
found myself driving around at night,
with no express destination in mind, having said goodnight to whomever I was
with but feeling restless, dista•,t.
I drive by my high sch o~ll, a place I
swore on pain ol self-immolation 1 would
never be sentimental about, looking newer
than It did when I started there, thanks to
renovations.
l visit the record shops and the bookstores and the cinemas and the c offee
houses (not just the Borders and the
Multiplexes and the Starbucks that populate suburbia) where I spent most of my
adolescence, but it all feels a little perfunctory, like when you don' t want to talk to
someone so much as you want to jus t
know they' re doing well.
The comic book store half a mtle up the
road from my house closed last fall, after
ten years of presumably healthy bustness I
was 11 years old when it opened. It had
fired my imagination d uring the c rucia l
years when dreams are formed . A lso, 1t
took the bulk of my paper·routc money. (I
was doing newspapers e\'cn before I knew
they were what J wanted to do.)
Tom Wolfe was rig ht. Yo u can ' t go
home again. But if you do, be sure to keep
busy

Clrns Klimek is a JlltiiOr 11111:-5 commumca·
lwn aud Englislr doublt major.

ee's. Jace
March is Women's Celebration Month, and we think JMU women
deserve some time in the spollight. The Women's Resource Center is
looking to reward a photographer who can best capture the image of a
JMU woman. All JMU studenL~ are encouraged to enter!

THE WIN Nl NC· Pf-IOTOC·It~PHL· R \\11LL RECEIVl·:
$25 gift ceJ1ificateirom Glen ·s Fair Price Store
Entry will be matted and framed by The Frame Factory
Entry will appear on the front page of the Breeze
llere's the R•lt!S: All ph<ltO!!r:lflhl> mu:~t have hccn tnkcn thi~ ~hool year. Black o~ White or
('nlnr wclmmc. :ulll we wnuld prefer thutthc entries he IKihlrJ!Cr than Hx.IO. II is impc'l1ant for ull
wntl''\tl.llll~> to undcr ..l:ui(J th:1t this jc; n04 n c;nbjcct hculiiY cnntc~t. l11C cntrie!l will he judg<.'tl Clll
phntugmphic merits. nclt hy who can lind the (lfCtlie:~t wunuml Cnntcstants mny dry mount the
l'llll ics if thnsc resource.<~ ore nvnilalllc. hut if not. the WRC ha'i employed n student tn do it for you
uncc ynur elllric.'> nrc suhmiucd. 'lllC pll(l(u~raphs will not he insured. thoogh all cnre will tlC token
nut tn tlnnlllt!e the entries. Enlli~ arc due hy March l,.th at,.:OO In the Wu~•·s Rc~urcc Ccrucr.
ll'Clltetl in T.'lylor 200. Plea<~C coli Ann nt X3407 if un extension is ncetJed Pleruc: submillhe
in a manilla envelope. Include n pi«e or paper with your name. add~o;.. phone numhcr.
adllre'i<~~. lillc oft he pllelCo. :mc.l the phuto pmcco;.'l u.c;ct.l.l11C WRC may I'C(IlleStfJSC oft he OCifOtivc.o;
ctUrics to make n copy or the {ll1040{!mrh to displ:ly pcrnl.'lllCntly in the Center. The entries will
hy Sieve Znp4on nnc.l Rcbcccn Silvennan of ltlC Photography Dcpan:F.t. nnd an
(\(the WRC. The entries will he displayed in Taylor 20:\ on March 2fl4h. f
11-4. All student~
; 111d l'tiOIC111nnls arc invited 10 nllent.llhc WRC's oren hou~ on IIIC 2(tlh. n.o; we . n.~ view the winnin~
nlu>lnor~•nh All entrie11 will he rctumcd.
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Evening Buffet
$6.95
Sunday thru Thursday

We Deliver the
Best and
Fastest
Gourmet
Chinese Food
in Townl

Class s.

get Safe and get Fit

... One 3-week class offers both! lVeJrt

w::::;::

This exercise/fitness class focuses on muscle memory to aid in recollection
in the event of an attack. Moves are practiced with an active step workout.
Sign up a friend & get 10% off! All fitness abilities are welcome.
Tuesdays 7-9 p.m., March 18-April 1
Cost:$20 for members of VWC, $35 for non-members
Sign ttp tlowl Call 434-6224
. . . . . VAllEY WEllNESS CENTER

~ IIJf Al'm.IATW 01' IIOCXINGHAIII ~HOIPJTAI.
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BreezeNet

James Madison University

~~m~.st~~

is looking for a
Webmaster and

ttt ~~~

Summer Session 1997

Online editor to work
from Aprill, 1997 to

Progranz Dates: May 19 to July 11, 1997

MarCh 31, 1998.
Find out more about these paid

positions at
http:/ / breeze.jmu.edu/
jobs.html
,

Courses in london:

ART 416 - Masterpieces of British Art
ENG 458 -Sh akespeare in England
HIST 392L - TI1e Transformation of
England: 1760-1914.
ILS 290L - London in Cultural Perspective
MUS 200L - Music in General Culture
THEA 303 - Contemporary Theatre
THEA 449/ENG 232 - The London Theatre
Independent Studies possible

I

The Option
for
Adoption ...
Do you know
someone who is
pregnant and
considering
adoption?
Give the baby
the best
opportunity in
life. Please
consider the
loving option of
adoption with
Sue and John, a
happily
·
couple
to share their
lives witfi a
precious baby.
Speak with
someone who
cares and will
help you.

Ask fo'r'Ruth-= ·
(804) 832-2049

Note: final course selection pem:li11g mrollmcr.:

Summer 1997 Faculty in Residence:
Dr. Thomas H. Arthur, Department of Theatre & Dance

Limited spaces are still available. £[p)WJ0W (fi)@W~
For more information:

Professor Douglas Kehlenbrink
Director, Semester in London
(SolO) 568-697116419; kehlende®jmu.edu

.'

", ' . \' . t. \'

of

. )MtJ dffice
International Educ&~tion I • .'~
Pau·l Street House, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 ,
(540l 568-6419; intl_ed@jmu .edu
http://www.jmu.edu/intl._ed
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The Internet

GRAPIIICS COURTESY OF NBC.COM

(lllowe left) A 'S.COIId Slllft' atme ecene.
(lllowe) Vlctlnl'e ...... for the wtewer to peruee In 'Second Shtft'.

The 'Net goes prime time
..

by Masgie Welter
stnrorwri~

A contestant on "Jeopardy"
selects "History for SSOO, Alex."
Hoping to put some of your fresh
oolJege knowledge to use, you sit
up, inch to the edge of the couch
and lean toward the tube.
Alex fires the question, and
Yes! you know the answer. You
scream it at the top ol your lungs,
but the dope who rings in
ignores you, putting himself $500
in the hole. You clench the
remote ln anger realizing your
knowledge has gone to waste.
But no more. Thanks to the
Internet, activities like watching
TV game shows and soap operas,
and playing video games, once
done largely in living room solitude, are developing a new
dimension of interactivity.
This week media giant Sony
launched a preview of its total
entertainment site called "'The
Station," which is under construction, at http:/ /www.station.sony.com. Once it's up and
running - no exact date has
been given - "Station" visitors
will be able to participate in mline versions of popular Sonyproduced game shows such as
"Jeopardy" and "Wheel of
Fortune." Cyber contestants will
also be able to collect prizes that
. are not just virtual realities in a
1
few months, according to Lianan
I Miller, a Sony spokespewoman.
But the flurry of interactivity
surrounding Net action is neither
new, nor is it limited to game
shows. Take soap operas, for

example. Last September 1'he
Spot," chronicling the lives of
troubled 20-5omethi.ngs made its
debut (www.thespotcom). The
sex is jtS as hot, the scandals~
as plentiful and the act<XS just as
bold and beautiful as their TV
counterparts, but cyber soaps differ in two critical ways: 1) There
are no commercials touting the
benefits of scent-free laundry
dellelgen~ and 2) viewers are not
constrained to sitting oo the edge
of their seats yelling, "'Don't
many him , he's a cheater" at an
inanimate object. Instead they
can advise their much loved
cha.ractes via e-maiL Most cyber
soaps feature chat rooms where
viewers interact with each other
and with the actors.
Since they tend to cater to a
younger audience, cyber soaps
often follow the lives of teens and
20-somethings.
One such cyber-soap is
.,Devin's Chronicles," which
traces the trials and tribulations
of college life through the eyes of
lead character Devin.
For those who would rather
see soaps dissolve, the Web also
features more serious interactive
shows. In January a spinoff of
NBC's "Homicide" titled
"Second Shift" debuted on the
Web ( www.nbc.com).
"'Shi.ft'' follows the activities of
the de~ves ~P._o 'fYOtk 9n t!'e ,
TV v~~sion of the ~how. New

"epi~Hde~'"appear ea'lit wee~·H

and take about 25 minutes to
navigate through.
Viewers are invited to examine c rime-scene photos and

- - -----

- - - - - = -;. . ._

explore clues to help solve
crimes.
The Internet entertainment
doesn't stop with programs. Hip
video games and even old-time
favorite board games also eJ1oy a
new level of interactivity on the
Web. Alice Hill, a developer at
Gamecenter.com said a gaming
boom is just starting to take off
on the Web.
The types of games available
are as diverse as a weD--stocked
arcade, including classics such as
Mmopoly, Risk and Battleship at
Mplayer (www.mplayer.com).
Engage, a site located at
(www .engagegames.com) teatures sports games such as Total
Control Football and Virtual
Pool For war and strategy buffs,
there's Warcraft ll and Descent,
also on Engage.
At the 'Iota I Entertainment
Network (www.ten.net.) players
not only play popular 30 games,
but they also share strategies in
chat rooms and compete in tournaments.
Many games are powered by
the same technology that moves
e-mail. For example, a BattJeship
player types the coordinates
where he wants to fire a missile.
The data detailing the move is
transferred as a file to his opponent's computer. The firing player then gets a responding message, "hit' or "miss fire." .
'8ut th~ waveg f entertamment
dest'~ndln'g_~on £he Web has just
begun This week America On
Une announced plarut to develop
an Interent-based entertainment
network. It will include the debut

~..

---

I

ol12 to 15 cyber shows, many of
which will feature interactive
chat rooms and new interactive
games. The shows will run the
gamut of entertainment options,
including game shows, talk
shows, dra.mils and comedies.
To head up the new online
venture, AOL recruited an entertainment whiz, Brandon Tartikoff, formerly a television programming executive at NBC.
AOL hopes Tartikoff's ente:tainment savvy and HollyWood
relationships will make the site a
premiere entertainment location.
Monday TartikoH told USA
Todn11 AOL hopes to offer "one-

stop shopping for an} body seeking infotmation. entert =nmentor
chat rooms in TV, •d m and
music, the key components of the
entertainment world."
Whether all this computerbased entertainment will fly is
still unclear. Some analysts say
the time it takes tn dnwnload
fancy graphics i 1
et fast
enough to makl
• >acked
shows Jand fa ::. lt • 1
interesting.
Nonetheless, gan
want to brush up
edge because th
on to
spin the wheel a rt
c puzzle might be you
t

J
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Positions Available:
• cooks

• servers
• dishwashers
• hostess
• nl•ht maintenance

OldCour*J

574-3099

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS
DRIVE
DRUNK~

MORE

.

BANG

"U@MB!RDI
GR!S 199'Z
Is coming...

·

. lt~s

F6R

1-

.EVERYTHitfG .

you could ever
Imagine•.•

All Greeks are encouraged to apply
now for the

and more.

LAMBDA Clll ALPHA
BRENT RHODES

YOUR

~ORIAL

SCHOLARSHIP.

ADVERTISING

.BUCK!
.:..

JtDt.~~~~· .
For advetising rates
call 568-6127

0

E \lfE S1 Aff \N

'ME 0FFIGE ~J~El~E TO THI\t\K All
TA'(LOR 205 ~RES\OEN1S AND HOUSE
GREEK 1\0'H OR A. GOOD GLOS\NG AND
MANAGERS f. G\1EGK OUTl

'

The award is named posthumously
in honor ofBrent Rhodes, a AXA
and student ofJMU. Applications
·are available in Taylor 205 , and are
due back by March 24, 1997. Funds
will be awarded for use in Fall 1997.
For more information, contact
~K:rbten

x.609 ~'..._''e•':t,1"~-.z.
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Is the Internet safe?
Hackers pose security risk to Web
by Jim 'Yegas' Te~

llSSJStllnt [eataues edrtor

TI

exponential growth of the Internet promises

link the world in ways it has never been
inked befOre. Whether one's interests Ue in the
alms of academia or in more questionable
areas (see aJt.kiddiepom), the wide expanse of the
Internet offers unpri!cedented access to information.
However, this windfall of information also has a dark
downside.
The open nature ~the Internet frontier and increasing reliailce on computer technology also make private
information sUch as one's credit card number, level of
education and even social security number a potential
target for Internet bad guys (and gals). Successful
attacks on government-nan web sites such as an attack
in September '96 on the CIA's homepage, in which
Swedish teenagers changed the CIA's name on the web
page to Central Stupidity Agerq, reveal the extent to
which some security systems are vulnerable.
Additionally, of the projected SO miJ.1im Web users
by the end of W, it is suspected that 150,000 will be
involved in aiminal activities ranging from fraud to
embezzlement to vandali.sm and to forgery, according
to the Feb. 17, issue of Computerworld.
The means of attack at the hands of "hackers" are
many. Internet Protocol spoofing, assuming the identity
of a legitimate network user, provides one way for a
peraon to weasel his or her way into a computer network.
A recent variation~ IP spoofing allows a person to
redirect an Internet user &om a legitimate web site to an
illegitimate site that assumes the identify of the legjtimate site. Being spoofed to an illegitimate site could
make information such as one's user ID available to the
site operator, according to the Feb. 10 issue of lnfoWorld.
Other tools at the disposal of Internet banditos, such
as the in.famous "Ping of Death/' which sends an oversized transmission to a site, can slow a system up and i..n
some instances cause the whole network to crash.

Fortunately for Internet users, there are defenses.
The first line of defense for most networks is what's
known as a fireWall, which is a computer set up for the
specific purpose of regulating the incoming flow of
Wormation.
However,. not all firewalls are created equally. A
designer must be concerned with striking a balance
between "security and availability," according to Gary
Fl~ network administrator at JMU. The more information flowing into a network, the less control you
have over the netwodt as a whole, he said.
JMU's netWOrk has a packet fiJI!ering firewall system
that regulates the in-flow d data, according to Aynn.
Students can also limit unwanted access to JMU's
network by creating passwords that use words not in
the dictionary, include both letters and numbers, and
use the maximum number d characlers possible for a

password.
Other privacy considerations for those sending email invoJve an awareness that, as a popular analogy
says, "Your e-mai.IS are about as secure as a post card
sent through regular mail." Currently, some encryption
devices guarantee a degree d privacy. However,~
are no encryption devices legally available that guarantee security. The most popular of the legal enayption
devices is known as PGP, or Pretty Good Privacy,
which is available commercially and as freeware
(http:/ /www.pgp.com/).
Although there is a degree of privacy for e-mail sent
within relatively dosed systerm. such as JMU's, once a
message enters the mainframe, its meandering path
makes it vulnerable to hijacldng by other users on the
Internet This makes the need for some form of encryption desirable for those who send confidential material
via the information superhighway, according to the
February issue of PC World.
Many computer analysts hold that as technology
now stands, there's no such thing as a burglar ptoof
network. In light of this fa'ct, a basic awareness of security concerns appears to be of an area of concern for the
Internet users of today and tommorow.
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Microsoft ac~s
to close gaps
in security
AP/newsfinder

wire servia
SEA1TLE - Microsoft has posted a single patch, or
program repair kit. to fix all three security bugs found
over the past week In its Internet Explorer Web brow!r
er.
Without the patch, an unscrupulous Web site opetator could take advantage of the flaws to wreak havoc in
someone else's computer, sending instructions to run
programs secretly, send electronic. mail under the other
operator's name or damage software stored on a hard
drive.
The patch was posted late Saturday at the Microsoft
Corp. offidal Web site and now can be downloaded for
free. 'The flaw affects Internet Explorer versions 3.0 and
3.01 for the Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0 operating systems.
.
Internet Explorer claims about 25 percent to 30 percent of the market for programs to browse the World
Wide Web on the Internet.
More than a week ago a student at Worceste r
Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, Mass., found the first
Oaw. Thursday, a student at the University of Maryland
in College Park, Md, discovered another flaw.
Students at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology discovered a third problem Friday.
Microsoft's repair efforts should avert any significant damage to the company's effort to catch up with
Netscape, the leading Web browser, said Dan
Kusnetzky, director of the client server environments
pr~ at International Data Corp. in Framingham,
Mass.
He and David Fes ter, product manager for the
Internet platforms division at Micra;oft headquarters in
Redmond, noted that bugs also have been found in
Netscape browsers.
"Clearly, it means that the industry needs to come
together to better address this sort of proolem ... these
security concerns," Fester said.
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To be an organ and tissue
donor, even if you've signed
something, you must tell your
family 11ow so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on how to talk
to your family, call
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Get involved!
Get experience!
Get class credit!
Here's your chance to
become part of the
World Wide Web.
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Olde Mill Village

isloo~for

people to help expand
the website.

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)
AMENITIES
GALORE:
.

COLDWeLl.
BAN~eRO

HORILiY AND
CONSTABLE

432-9502
c~

• Pedal on lhe level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apanments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• FuiJ time management and maantcnance.

• No sliding patto doors.

J Barbara today and see bow ea'lSy and affordable otT campus housing can be.
(or e-mail Colleen Pendry at cpcbhc@rica.n et)
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SPORTS

okies blast Dukes for seventh loss 17-5
by Daniel Nemerow

staff writer

The baseball was flying well
-unfortunately it
flying off the bats ol Vtrginia
The Hokies crushed JMU 17-5
Long Field, handing the Dukes
seventh loss of the season.
reason for the loss, according
Dukes coach Kevin Anderson,
the lack of offensive effec"Everything we tried didn't
k,"
Anderson
said.
Virginia Tech did
that's baseball, it
" ........... ~ ... Tech started the scorin the second and third
ings with two runs in each,
they exploded for seven runs
the fourth inning, which put
game out of the Dukes' reach.
"We were never really able to
to the big hits they put
and after they got up on us
just kept coming," JMU
hn.~nr~> third baseman Nate
said of the Vir~ Tech
rth·inning spurt.
Hokie sophomore left fielder
Shifflet reached on a fielders
knocking in another run.
r catcher Ryan Brittle fol-

lowed that with an RBI doub~ to
center field. The Hokies would
then have their first of four home
runs when sophomore right
fielder Matt Griswold hit one
over the right field fence. The
Holdes had one final blow to end
the inning when freshman first
baseman Nick Perlozzo hit a shot
over the center·field fence, mak·
ing the score 11-1.
"[The seven-run fourth
inning] should not have killed us,
but it just did," Turner said. "We
have been on both sides of it and
they did what we tried to do:"
It wasn' t only the Holde
offense that beat the Dukes.
Tech's defense kept JMU from
playing its stxle as well as com·
ing up with key defensive stops.
"They came up with some big
plays, and some double plays
when they needed them,"
Anderson said.
Tile Dukes did not execute as
they usually do on offense. An
offense that usually displays the
hit and run and the sacrifice bunt
showed none of that Wednesday
and proved to be very ineffective.
Anderson said, ''This is som~
thing that we have to take as a
learning experience. We are
embarrassed, our pride is hurt,
we are very disappointed, and

MELISSA PALl.AOINO/phototditM

JMU third bneman Nate Turner turns a double play after ta~nc out Hokle catcher Ryan Brittle In
t he second lnnlnC of the Dukes 17·5 1oss t o V1FJ1nfa Tech. The loss drops JMU's record to 10.7.
with the type of character this rival Old Dominion University laughing and havi ng a good
this weekend. The Dukes will try time," Baksh said.
team has, they will bounce back."
Anderson said, "l can't fault
to
learn from Wednesday's game
The Dukes play at Towson
the
effort of our players at all.
State University today and have a andmoveon.
The
best thing about today is we
"This hurts. We got beat 17-5
three·game series against
get
to
play tomorrow."
Colonial Athletic Association at our park, and they are all
~___._.___.___.___.___.___.___._.---.---.---.~

rosse team roasts Hens in '97 opener

Men's tennis team takes

its fifth win, 4-2, from
Bloomsburg University
from Breeze staff reports

.!-----

"For a season opener it was okay," JMU
coach Jennifer Ulehla said. "Certainly
are a lot of little things we need to
,
Leading 5-3 with 5:12 left in the first
the Dukes scored four straight goals
the final two minutes to go into the
leading 9-3.
"We set up a few plays and they
" U1ehla said about the five minute
that broke open the game.
Despite the overwhelming victory, JMU
far from satisfied with the win.
Junior midfielder Aimee Vaughn said,
killed them, but we probably d1dn't
as
, well as we can. It was a good first

JMU junior goalkeeper Kate Brew was
in the net, making 15 saves.
Freshman Julie Martinez and junior
I<ane each scored three goals, while
....h,.,.,..,.,.._ Rebecca Tweel netted two.
midfielder Undsay Manning said,
a good win for us. It's nice to score a lot
we still have some stuff to work on."
The Dukes don't have much ti me to
their mistakes before they travel to
College, Pa., for a Saturday matchup
fifth·ranked Penn State.

,

K\'LE IJUSS/srmor plu,togm['ll4'r

JMU senior Shelley Ktaes has her shot blocked by Blue Hen goatte carey Sebastian '
during the second half of the Dukes' 17-6 drubblni of~ wvers of~ aware.
''Penn St. is a big match," Klaes s.1id.
Uleh.la said, "Penn St b. more of a veteran
"We're going to nl'l--d to be up for them. It t<'am We're a httle yc,unger, mostly ll'(")h·
will be good to see how we !>land with the men and sophomores But talent-·wise, wt~"re
elite te.uns.''
ve-ry C\ en.

The JMU men's tenrus team got its
fifth win of the season yesterday,
knocking off Bloomsburg University in
a home match, 4-2.
.
The Dukes' top two singles players
earned wins over their opponents, led
by top seed Cu llen de Windt. The
senior defeated Evan Rosen 6--1,6--2.
Second seed Peter Faigle downed
Kyle Richards &-1, 6--3.
Freshman Jamie Elliott picked up a
wm in the fourth slot, downing Geoff
Zeruk 6-4, 6--3. jon Bartlett wrapped up
the quartet of victories as he downed
Tyler Hunsberger 6--2, 6-4.
"I felt like we didn't play very well,"
Elliott said after the match "However,
we stuck together, worked very well
together and pulled it out."
The Dukes didn't do as well m doubles matches. The top two doubles
teams lost in close matches, including
the top team of Faigle and Chell l.amm,
who fell9-7.
Elliott and Bartlett wrapped up a
~u(cessful day for the Dukes, taking the
No. 3 doubh.>S match, 8-6.
l)cspllt. the victory, h\-·ad coadl Matt
' Rowe s.1id his team still h.-ld thin~ to
work on. "Thl' guy:; ptayl:>d pretty welt
but lackl'Cl urgency when matches got
clo:-;c," he !Xlid.
Inc wm improves JMU's record to
5--6 for the spnng season.
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CAA: A Monarch-ical Rule
ODU spurts to early lead in
CAA semi
win over Dukes

Hodge, JMU miscues spell loss
in CAA tourney final for Dukes
by C. Scott Graham

sports editor

_

Entering this season's Colonial Athletic
Association men's basketball tournament,
Old Dominion University was on a miSsion. Not just the same one each of the
league's other eight institutions were onto win the tournament and eam the automatic bid to this week's NCAA eventbut something more relevant and personal
to the top-seeded Monarchs.
''This basketball team wanted to win a
championship for Odell Hodge," ODU
head coach Jeff Capel said of his team's
fifth-year senior.
Unfortunately for JMU, the Monarchs
were succesSful in their venture by defeating the sixth-seeded Dukes 62-58 in overtime in the CAA tournament final at the
Richmond Coliseum March 3.
" I think it's the crown on his career,"
Capel said of the CAA title. "He's won so
many individual awards, but he had not
won a championship. Although he was a
big part of our success two years ago
(when ODU last claimed the CAA crown],
he did it in street clothes and he was a
cheerleader. That was very important, but
he had never won a championship."
Fittingly, H.odge helped his own cause,
finishing with 16 points, five blocks and a
career-high 18 rebounds. For his efforts,

which included tournament averages of
21.3 points, 11.3 rebounds and 3.0 blocks,
Hodge was named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player.
"Odell Hodge - he's a stud," thenJMU head coach Lefty Driesell said after
the game.
However, for all Hodge and his teammates did, it took some sloppy play by the
Dukes during the game's final minutes to
ensure the Monarchs of their third CAA '
championship in six seasons.
The Dukes' first detrimental mishap
occurred with 45.1 seconds remaining in regulation After a first free throw by JMU
junior center Lamont Boozer put the
Dukes up 49-46, freshman forward Mate
Milisa prematurely s tepped in the lane
before Boozer's second attempt. ODU
senior forward E.J. Sherod, who Milisa
fouled while attempting a three-pointer,
converted the turnover into three free
throws that sent the game into overtime
JMU's miscues continued during the
extra period. Trailing 57-56, ODU junior
guard Brion Dunlap forced Boozer to tum
the ball over while trying to advance it
across the timeline, resulting in two free
throws by ODU sophomore guard Mike
Byers with 11.9 seconds remaining.
"We made some errors nght there at
the end. They capitalized on them, and
they deserved to win," DrieseU said.

IAN GRAHAM/stnior plwtogrt~phn

"

JMU sophomore forward Kit h Jordan and the Dukes fell to eventual CAA
champion Old Dominion In the second round of the conference tournament.
I

by John M. Taylor
assistant sports editor
After JMU's first-round win over
George Mason University in the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament, forward Sarah Sch.reib commented on her
aU-too familiar second-round opponent,
Old Dominion University. "I think anyone would look forward to playing the
No. 2 team in the country again," she
said about the Dukes' second-round
meeting with the Monarchs. "Sure, we're
going to be outmatched in certain areas,
but I don't think anyone would shy away
from playing them again."
By the end of Friday's 86-48 rout by
the Monarchs, though, it looked like the
Dukes were overmatched in all areas.
They were almast doubled on the scoreboard, they were more than doubled in
assists and steals, and the Monarchs narrowly out-rebounded ]MU, 40-36.
"Glad that one's over," an apparently
exasperated head coach Shelia Moorman
said as she sat down after the game.
Unlike the previous two losses to
ODU, this game got out of hand early.
JMU won the tip, and the Monarchs
instantly stole the ball. By the time the
Dukes called a timeout with seven-and-ahalf minutes gone in the game, they were
already down 15--3.
Tournament Most Valuable Player
Clarisse Machanguana had eight of those
first 15 points and finished with 19 in the
game, easily hitting 9-of-13 shots from

the field. The 6-foot-5 Mozambique
native killed the Dukes on the fast break
as she outran JMU almost every time
down the floor.
"I try to do whatever the situation cre;ates," Machanguana said. "One of the
things I do most was run the floor."
The Monarchs used a smothering
defense to handicap the Dukes' offensive
attack. Spearheading that pressure was
Ali-CAA defensive team member Mery
Andrade, who finished the game with
five steals and seven rebounds.
The Monarchs had 17 steals and 5
blocked shots, 3 by Machanguana.
"They play incredible defense,"
Schreib said. "It really takes you out of
your rhythm."
Schreib, who was still suffering from
the effects of a head injury, had trouble
getting started on offense. She didn' t hit a
field goal in the first hall and finished her
final ]MU game with four points and six
rebounds. The Dukes were led in the
scoring column by senior guard Holly
Rilinger, who finished with 12 points.
ODU rested its starters some in the
second half, allowing no player to log
more than 26 minutes on the court. The
Monarchs continued to build on their
lead, though, as they outscored the
Dukes 41-28ln the second half.
ODU won the CAA tournament,
beating East Carolina University in the
final, 83-46. They were the only Colonial
team to earn a bid to the NCAA tournament. JMU finished its season at 19-8.

IAN GRAHAM/St'nior photograpltu
Despite a stronc defensive effort by JMU junior forward Lamont Boozer a&afnat Old
Dominion aiJ.Iea&Ue center Odell HodCe, the Monarchs down6d JMU In the CAA final.
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Dukes' academic status played role in Driese~ firing ·
Athletic aJministrators aJJress academics, search for new coach during Monday meeting with men's hoops
-by C. Scott Grahul
sports editor

teammates and the roaches, but hee that's
nat the c:ase," he said.

Where once there hung plaques, ~
phies and pictures of famous basketball
fi~, there's now nothing but a barren
wall On a desk once duttered with scouting reports and recruiting profiles, there's
just a lonely telephone that probably won't
ring for several weeks.
This room was once organized with
ample chairs for guests and aU the reading
material about JMU men's basketball one
would ever care to read. Now the only
thing keeping it from complete desolation
is a television on top of a stand in the middle of the room.
This room, located in the Convocation
Center, was once JMU men's basketball
head coach Lefty DrieseU's office and now
awaits a new occupant
Suffice to say, the tum of events that
saw OrieseU ftred March 5 - a day after
he told reporters he would retire following
the 1997-'98 season- have caught the
Dukes off guard and perhaps left them a
little bitter toward school officials.
11
They did the man greasy; they did
him wrong," JMU sophomore guard
Eugene Atkinson said Monday. "I thought
it was understood that he would be here
•
through 700 wins.
"The team is upset about the situation.
We thought that as a team coming back,
with what we already accomplished ... we
felt like everybody would be back, our

JMU Athletic Director Donald Lemish
said he understood the players' feelings.
"You've got to remember that these kids
were, in the end, recruited by Coach
DrieseU," he said. "So there has to be a loy-

He also said a .,goodly number" of the
players have academic problems.
Figures periodically released to the
Board of VISitors show the men's basketbaU team has the lowest gtade-point average of the athletic department's '0 varsity

sports.

"There's really no problem," junior renter Lamont Boozer said. 'We just need to
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - make sure that
II
•
now that we
•••
don't have anybody watching
over us, we go to

alty there."
In an effort perhaps to subdue the play-

ers' disappointment and inform

~of the athlet~

we are genutnely
concerned about
[the players]. The
number one most
h,
rmportant t zng
rrght nOW they
dedzcate themselVeS tO the
d ,
II
~
aca emzC aspect.

department's
course of action,
Lemish and Brad
Babco~, JMU'.s
executive assoc1ate athletic director, met with the •
Dukes Monday in
the JMU Hall of
•
•
Fame Room lS
about 100 yards
•
south of Driesell's
former office.
"They really
didn't talk about
the situation,"
Atkinson said.
"They just maybe
want to keep us under control."
If " under control" means the Dukes
need to continue to concentrate on their
academics while the search for a new
coach ensues, then that's what Monday's
meeting was about, according to lemish.
lC

class."

Academic and
disciplinary troubles among student athletes are
nothing new to
Driesell-coached
teams. ln fact, of
the 12 players on
Driesell's last
University
of
Maryland team
(1985-'86), one
Donald Lemish (Len Bias) is dead
JMU athletic director from cocaine
intoxication, two
were indicted on charges of possessing
cocaine and obstructing justice, one was
suspended for cheating on an exam and
five others flunked out of school.
During Dl;.iesell's 17 years as the
Terrapins head coach, only 56 percent of

his student athletes graduated from the
university. By contrast, lnd..iana Unversity
men's basketball head coach Bobby Knight
has had just two players fail to graduate
during his 26 years with the Hoosiers.
Although Driesell's graduation rate at
JMU wasn't as bad as that at Maryland,
Lemish said the decision not to renew his
contract was one of the administration's
many planned efforts to strengthen each
players' academic status.
"I would hope that out of the meeting
they know that we are genuinely concerned about them," Lemish said. "The
number one most important thing right
now is they dedicate themselves to the academic aspect.
"That's what we really wanted to talk
about ... how we provide the support serVICes for them through this period,, he
said. "Things up in the air such as study
hall and things like that, we needed to get
those things straightened out and set up in
a fashion that meets the needs of the student athlete."
Lemish also said the meeting was an
opportunity for the Dukes to voice concerns or ask questions, but not to discuss
the DrieselJ situation. "I'm looking at this
[asj now that a tough decision was made,
we're going on down the road," lemish
said. "I'm very busy trying to deal with aU
the aspects of the search for a new coach."
It's a search that will determine the next
occupant of a vacant office in the
Convocation Center.
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Guest Speaker:
Dick Enberg
NBC Sports Commentlltor

12-10 weekdays,
12-11 weekenas,
open every day.
Pnone 434-TRAX
2065 South Main St.
(Next to C Mart and Dukes Plaza)

Enberg bas been the spokesman for
tbe Academic AU-America teams
sponsored by GTE since 1985

Tickets are available. Call 568-DUKE for more information.
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WANT THE JOB YOU'VE DREAMED·ALL YEAR OF HAVING? NOW'S THS
1Th1E TO FILL OUT AN APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT AT~lJRSCf

-Aerobic Instructor
-EMT
-Fitness Assessment Specialist
-Fitness Assistant
-Group Cycling Instructor
-Intramural Official .
-lnt[amural Site Manager

-Nutritional Analysis
Specialist
-Ou11ng Center Assistant
-Receptionist
.:Recreation Assistant
-Registration Assistant
-Sport Clubs Assistant

-Ufeguard

-Summer Supervisor

-Marketing Assistant
-Nutrlflonal Analysis Spec.

-Welcome Center Asst.
-Wellness Instructor

5
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Application Deadline: March 19.
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Dukes finish second
at CAA Championships
The JMU wrestling team scored a
record 72 points at the Colonial
Athletic Association Champioships March
in Washington, D.C.
The second place finish was the team's
best showing in the six-year history of the
event. Senior Pat Coyle and freshman
Elliot Williams both earned automatic bids
to the NCAA National Champioships by
winning their respective weight classes.
defended his 142-pound title, while
won the 190-pound division.

Dukes capture ECAC
Champioship

The JMU men's swimming teain tallied
points to win i~ fourth Eastern College
Athletic Conference Championship in five

seasons.

Senidr Ryan Frost won the 100-yard
and the 200.yard breaststroke.
more Adam Prem won the 100
tyle and swam in three winning

lhrP;1o;tst1roke

relays.
.
.m all fi ve
The Dukes were vi ctonous
relay events.

JMU women wine
men finish secona
The JMU archery team completed a
succesful competition at the U.S. Indoor
East Region Tournament, held March 7-9
in Godwin Hall.
Senior Jo Malahy, sophomores Arnie
Bradford and Randy Hinkelman, and
freshman Collin Flotta all finished first in
their respective competitions.
The women won the mixed team
recurve and compound team competitions, while the men placed second in the
recurve and compound standings.

Dukes compete in NCAA
Mid-Atlantic/South Regional
Four JMU fencers competed March 8 in
the NCAA Mid-Atlantic/South Regional
Tournament
Junior Heather Robertson finished 1-4
for the day and placed 28th. Sophomores
Susan Loeser and Diana Shati.nsky also
took part in the meet, finishing 27th and
33rd respectively.
Junior Katie Sechrist completed the day
15th overall with a 10-15 record. Sechrist
still has a shot at an NCAA at-large bid.

Dukes go 2-1 in Florida,
lose to Marshall at home
The JMU women's tennis team traveled
to Florida last week and defeated Stetson
University 7-2 and Davidson 54.
The Dukes lost 8-1 to Central Florida
before returning home and recording a 6-3
loss to Marshall.
The doubles combination of senior Tory
Schroeder and junior Karen Piorkowski
went 3-1 during the week and is ranked
32nd nationally
Next the Dukes face West Vitginia and
Temple March 1~15.

Dukes compete
in Fripp Island Tournament

The JMU men's golf team tied for third
in the 19-team Fripp Island Intercollegiate
Tournament in Fripp Island, SC.

JMU ended with a total score of 897.

Sophomore Faber Jamerson tied for
sixth place with a total of 218, while junior
Bryan Jackson tied for 10th in the 107-player field with a 219.
The women's team finished 15th in the
17-team field, as it had a 54-hole score of
994 Semor Kristin Oollenberg led the
squad with a total score of 238.

Dukes finish road bip 2-1

The JMU men's tennis team defeated
Villanova, 7-0, and Coastal Carolina, 5-2,
en-route to a 2-1 road bip last week.
The Dukes lone defeat was a 4-31oss to
the CoUege of Charleston.
Sophomore Brian Nelson was 3-0 at the
number three singles position. The number
two singles player, senior Peter FaigJ, finished2-1.
The Dukes number one doubles combination of Faigl and freshman Chell Lamm
finished the week undefeated with a 3-Q
record.

Dukes set school-best
balance beam score
The JMU women's gymnastics team
totaled the second-best team score in JMU
history and accumulated the highest team
score in the balance beam competition. But
the team was still defeated by Towson
State.
Freshman Ashleigh Suarez set a new
high mark on the balance beam, scoring a
9.85, which destroyed the previous mark
of 9.75 set this seaon by senior Kathy
Aiken.
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Fashions reflect the season
The fashion world's elite provide some tips
on how to update the style you've already
created for yourself for the spring season
CommenW"y by Scott Hannan
contributrng writer

--

PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBERG/s~nior photographtr

Clockwise from top left: JunkJf Chait• Rau tp01ta a horizontal striped •water; .........., Ceeey Kaleba strtkes a pose with his
sandeled foot;,......_ o.nlelle Pack looks lovely In her turtleneck,
as does former t..ketbetl coech LMty DfleHII.

1felt a bit apprehensive when
I began fonnulating some ideas
for an article about the new
spring fashion trends. I didn't
have a finn grasp of the opinions
shared by the wonderfully
diverse student body here at
Madison, on exactly how
interesting, or more realistically, how important, the
subject of fashion is. Some
students claim fashion is a
frivolous, self-indulgent
and often extremely pretentious concern and that
it is a waste of time and
energy. This response
quickly made me question my own interests, as
weU as the relevance of a
piece about the upcoming.
spring fashions. However,
after studying and working with the fashion
industry in London for
three months, and going
to work for Versace this
summer, I've learned first
hand that this bastion of aU
things s tylish and cosmopolitan is not only
unportant, bl!t exciting and
entertaining.
Whether you strut
around Zane Showker Hall
decked out in Armani or to PC
Dukes with no shirt and a pair of
ripped jean shorts, you are still
concerned about fashion. lf you
weren' t, you would never look.
in the mirror or adjust the tuck
in your shirt before class. It's
time to stop denying it, so
ladies, save your money on aU
those magazines (maybe you
can use it to actually buy beer
one time), and gentlemen, stop
questioning your masculinity. Here is what spring '97
has to offer:
As fashion goes these
days, retro is constantly
"in." The decades to strive
for this year: the suave,
Hollywood look of the
'50s and '60s.
This attitude
can be portrayed no
more perfectly than
in this spring's number one color.
Designers from
to Japan, to our fair
land, displayed one dominant
color on their runways this
Spring - brown. In the words of
that beloved eccentric Gianni
Versace, "Brown is the new

black." If you wear It in doses
and don't walk next to any UPS
delivery men, you should be able
to pull it off with style.
To coincide with the new
brown look, the biggest trend for
the spring is natural. Sand, beige
and khaki, to name just a few,
should keep your wardrobe in
tune with spring's "one with the
Earth" appeal. To emphasize the
fresh, effervescent attitude to be
exuded this spring, normally
bright colors such as ice blue,
pink, apricot, lime green and yellow will be used, but toned down
to appear very soft and subtle.
When it comes to prints for
women, look no farther than
those indecisive Italians. Prada
and Dolce & Gabbana say floral,
Moschino says polka-dots a nd
Armani says stripes. Who
knows? Who cares? Use what
you already have in your repertoire, but emphasize those watercolor florals, especially in short,
sleeveless dresses.
For women, the one style that
seems to be the biggest fashion
statement of the spring can be
summed up in a word - sheer.
"Reveal as much as you can without revealing too much" is supposedly the motto overheard in
Milan and Paras, so take those
Victoria's Secret gifts from your
boyfriend, and really surprise
him when you wear the m to
class. If it's a boyfriend you're
after, there's no better place than
Harrisonburg to have a night out
on the town. For the perfect
evening, drape yourself in black
from head to toe. This spring,
black is where it's at for that
sophisticated, sexy " Bond girl"
look, perfect for making any
night out more exciting.
Women's obsession with
accessories will also take a different tum this spring. Again, to
compliment the earthy look, socalled "ethnic accessories" are the
hot items. Wooden carved necklaces, and more than
anything, tons of
beads were spotted on every runway from New
York to London.
For
some
added spice,
throw in some
jade.
Unfortunate
news for the gu ys
who admire UREC
strictly from the outside clothes that actually fit are back
in style for men this year. We all

know how cool it is to wear jeans
that are 10 sizes too big and flannel shirts that come down to your
ankles, but it's time to throw •
them in the drier a few hundred

times.
Short sleeved turtlenecks are
also a hot commodity, but the
superstitious might want to stay
away if they want to stick around
JMU for another year Gust ask
devoted turtlenecker Lefty
Driesell).
As usual, the big color for
guys this spring is blue. No matter where you look, you'll find
blue, but it is often blended with
ear.thy natural colors as well
If you look around campus,
you'll already know the hortZOntal stripe sweater is the biggest
fashion item for men this spring.
The best thing about this trend is
you don't have to take out a Don
Gardner loan to buy a top
designer model. Every store at ..,.
the highly chic Valley Mall from
AE Outfitter to JC Penney will
have them for no more than Wl
As far as your two must
prized possessions (after the two
garages for your little swimmers), your feet, nothing is everything. Lose the shoes or the socks
and sneakers and don a pair of
sport sandals. If that's not your
forte, strut around campus au
nah1rale, just pack plenty of BandAids.
That connoisseur of everything hip, Gore Vidal, gave us all
some words to live by, concerning both fashion and life: "Style is
knowing who you are, \\hat you
want to say, and not giving a
damn." Wear what you want,
because whether you make fun
of it, or try to deny it, everyone
has a 'sense of fashion.
Remember, if high fashion"
isn't the most important aspect of
your life, it doesn't matter.
It's a fun subject for
some, just like
NASCAR may
be fun for
others. If
sliding on a
pair of 1970s,
$4.99 Wal-Mart
shades or wearing
David Robinson jerseys and black bandannas is your thing, go for it.
If wettring spandex tank
tops or bras over your shirts
is what you like, who cares, as
long as you are confident with
yourself and the fashion ideals
you're displaying, you' ll pull it
off in fine style.
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Madison Manor offers all the luxuries you
deserve In a quJet setting with the privacy you
need. The Ideal community for seniors and
grad students, or anyone who wants to
escape the ZOO found at those other
"OFF-CAMPUS' apartment complexes.

m

Killrd by a drunh drivrr 011 f ebruary 27, 199-1, on &:II Blvd.
rn Ccdur Park, Tt·xas
Hyou don't stop your rnend fromdnvmgdrunk, whoWJII? Do whatever ittakes

II;J!J:I•l'1•:•1:iiliijeJIJ:I·l'1•leJWi•:sp:!M

Call Ginger or stop by today!
M-F: l - 5 Madison Manor
M-F: 9-12 (Hunters Ridge office)

432-1860

/VJ.e.,.,
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Knowledge '
Grows Here!

I

. Summer Session at Stony Brook
Tenns start June 2 and July 14
260 courses in 40 subjects
Day and evening classes
Low NYS tuition

•Funkhouser & Associates Property Management•

send me the 1997
mer S
or check out our web pap It
Http:llwww.sunysb.eduflu-*/

Slreet/b No

Stare
Telepholle

Area of 111twest

Ma1l coupon or call 24 hours 1·80().559-7213.

E·mall sunvnerschooiOcCmall.sunysb.edu
Or wnte Summer SessiOO Office. Dept CN,
SlATE UNMR:>tTY 0~ NfW YOIIK

UnM!I'Siry al Stony Brook, Stony Brook,
NY 11794-3370
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UJIIObly
studied dJama
In the Bn8Ush
.nd alter muntleas
interpretatioN and three film verShalcoelpelft'• . . ollhe ~

Dane has finally received the film 1t
deserVS PuristiiNif t.lk at wrieer-dlrector-5tar Kenneth Branlgh'satllempt to present sucoessfully a ~ ftl'llb\ of the
play or may even ltill decree Laurence
Olivier'S 1948 stodgy film version as the
definitive inlelpreta~ but there is no
question Bra.nash'• film is, in the play's

Words, .,a

W!rf.,...,.. hit..

I~ I \ I I \\

****

Ha~
lnnuDw:nble axnparisons to
chancellor Olivier

since his dlrectin8 debut with "Henry v·
in 1989, Branagh can be eMily credited
with revitalizing~ on ftlm and
making it viable II\UI market entertainment Since Branash'• ~ praents
the complelle play and runs jult CM!I' four
hours, it may not be exactly ripe for box
office domination, yet it Main~ the vilual
flair and enetgetic pace that has marked

Branagh's earlier Shakapellam efforts.
And though modem audlerus may, in
the face of Branaab'sJen&thy adaptatioo,
revert hastily to the empty-heeded 1990
film starring Mel Gibson, Branagh has
mounted an enomo.~~ production. sportina a cast of well-re~petted, learned perforn~en, swpl'isinS cameos and the elite of
Britillh theatre and film.
Not surprisingly, Branash himself tackles the role ol Prince Hamlet (a put he performed more than 300 times in his

~n-~
gna, allow-

in the 19M)s) with
.
ing the viewer a lU\ique

·

ol

perhaps the most perplexing character
drama ever produa!d.
Bra.nagh utilizes the full qttt of the
film to not only giYe \II the size which the
play's drama deserves, but to allow a
much more gndual an: 110 Hmnlet's madnea~; the viewer is giwn a 8ft!*~' amount
ol time 110 urdeiltand the character. He Is a
man in interwe emotional pain; but this
Hamlet aeeb to undentand and survive
his pain. not 8imply to wallow in it.
fn that~ Bnnlgh's scree~ !play nominated b an Olear, en1arps the mationship between Hamlet and Ophelil. .n ele-ment of the play filmma~era usually
ignore, sugesting a sexual arc to their
romance, and incn!Ming the pain ol their
exchanges. The •get thee to a nunnery'"
scene bec.ma a soft. anguilhed plea, and

Ophelia's descent into madness and suicide is emotionally ~astating.
Branagh increases the scope of the play
immeasurably to incorporate the past visually rather than in simply passing reference: the players' "Priam and Hecuba"
performance is interpreted visually, and
characters such as the late King Hamlet
and even the court jester Yorick appear in
ftashbacb. This not only makes these charaden feel part of a much Larger tale, but
helps to break up 10me of Shakespeare's
oppre81ively loog P'"'¥5
Branagh also maintains interest
through some intriguing casting choices:
0\artton Heston, Gerard Depard.ieu, Jack
Lemmon, Billy Crystal, Robin Williams,
Richard Attenborough and John Gielgud
all appear in supporting roles. The amusing appearanca of UystaJ and Williams
iJnanemeiy help the scenes just befule the
final duel. some ol the weakest of the play;
what's more surprising Is that they're actually quill! good!
That supporting cut need not try too
hard, for the film's ~~are aD
magnifia!nt Derek J
·•s oool Claudius
is more evil and meNCing than he has
ever been portrayed, and his plottings
with Michael Maloney's Laertes are electrifying.
The on1y weak link in the cast (besides
Lemmon's bumbling delivery) is Julie
Ouistie as Gertrude. Her performance is

certainly accomplished, but she somehow
does not even ring true enough to stand
up to Branagh's fiery accusations in the
scene where Hamlet finally confronts his
mother.
The actors are brilliantly romplemented
by Tim Harvey's enonnous throne room
set, a dizzyingly opulent hall of mirrored
walls and checlcerboard floors. The set's
maddening symmetry magnifies the growing insanity of its inhabitants,
iring by
film's end a character in i~Rightly
enough, Harvey, in addition to the magnificent costumes and Patrick Doyle's lovely
music score, reaived an Academy Award
nomination.
While it is doubtless that " Hamlet,"
with its seemingly seU-indulgent length
and rarely-used 70mm photography format, will gamer its fair share of skeptics
and detractors (the Shakespeare set still
hasn't really accepted Branagh), lt is actually more oonadoul of the play rather than
the presentation.
Branagh's direction is second to his performance, and the energy of his earlier
films comes from by the actors, not from
unnecetSarily quick editing or a showy

..

camera.
Branagh has given "Hamlet" a breadth
it rarely receives on film or on stage and in
doing so created not only a spectacular
film, but the definitive presentation of a
ceJebrated text

1

Gritty Girls Town' examines life in the '90s
'Winner ofSpecial jury Prize at '96 Sundance Film Festival stops offat Grafton-Stovall Theatre tonight.
byWamnRoju
stllffwriter
"Girls Town" is the gritty, hard-hitting story about
three high school girls searching for meaning in a controlling wor1d. When a series of events, including the suicide
pushes them over the edge, these
girls decide to stand up and fight back any way they can.
The movie. took several years to produce due to constant rewriting and fine-tuning, but in the end, it has
attracted critical acclaim from numerous film critics and
also won the Filmmakers Trophy and the Special Jury
Prize for collaboration at the 1996 ~Film Festival
A film surrounded by so much hoopla better be able to
deliver in the theatre, and uCirls Town" does just that
of a cl081! friend, finally

"Girls Town" marks the writing and directorial debut
of Jim McKay, who directed and co-wrote the movie with
the three lead acfresses, Anna Grace (Emma), Bruklin
Harris (Angela) and Uli Taylor (Patti).
The movie focuses on the relationship between the
main characters: Patti, a Latino single mother afraid of
never graduating from high school; Angela, a strongwilled black hip-hop poet; and Emma, an idealist white
girl struggling with her oonvictians and beliefs.
The film shows this da9e-knit group of friends trying
to make it in a man's world. All the men in this movie are
degenerates: Eddie, Patti's ex-boyfriend and the father of
her child is abusive and disrespectful toward her and her
friends; Dylan, Emma's boyfriend, is a coward terrified by
the new and independent Emma and her friends. And
Richard Helms, the man who raped Ni.ldd, is iust another
middle CJas5 Wh1te man whO thinks he can gef tiWtrf with
anything. The only man ~en remotely good is
Cam, Angela's boyfriend?I friend, who tallcs with her honestly and openly and really listens to what she has~ say.
"Girls Town,. is an incredibly successful outing for
McKay as well as a great collaborative effort by the entire

•

PHOTOS COURTF.SY OF OCTOBER FILMS
Pllttlln 'Girte Town.' Directed by Jim KcKay, the hl&flly acdlllmed, award-

Vetenln actreu Ull Taylor 1Un •
wtnntnc film tella the tale of ttne YOWl& .-..n fllclnC cMIJenCes In today'• wortd.

cast. The dialogue is realistic .,vith the lavon!d adjective
being the ever-versatile "fudc," but in ~~ tbe c:haracters, the word choice makes sense. Their behavior 5 also
true to life: they hang out in the park doing nothing and
they shoot hoops.
Additionally, a superb soundtrack featuring original
songs by female artists and production by the funkjazz

genius of Guru provides a strong backdrop for the action
in "Girls Town."
Overa.J.L ~ movie is well worth seeing. The film p~
vides a useful perspective into the experience of
teenager in the '90s.

being-a--

"Girls Town " is showing in Grafton-Stovall Thtatrt
tonight at 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.
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Irotn citrus bright

ehave it all!

Nike • Daffy • Jantzen •
Mystic Bay • Sassafras •
Black and while striped one-piece by Jantzen,• 60.00.

Turquoise and lime sluped blkmi by Citrus,* 62.00.

• Rebel Beach
Citrus • Hobie
Orange wilh floral prinl bikini by Sl. Tropez,• 44.00.

,

-

•

•
Vs/1oy M.1ll Optl(l dally 10.9, Slllday 12 36·5:30. PIIOtle 434-4477 /J(!/k and A.f;ljor CI81Jil Cards IWJkomB
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Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson

THO"'A~ EDISON GE'TS THE I.DEA FOR niE
fiRST LIGHT8UL8

Are You Tired of Loud Music, Sloppy
Roommates, Over Crowded Dorm Rooms
and Total Lack ofPrivacy?
Foxhill Townhomes is a planned student community designed to help save
students and parents money by cutting the cost of housing. By buying
a townhome and renting the 3 extra bedrooms to other
students you can live rent free!
No more hassles of competing for housing each year!
Your mortgage payments give you equity in an asset of
value, while dorm fees and rent are lost forever.
With as little as $5,200 you and your parents can own
a townhome that can help you save on your overall
educational cost and provide a positive cash flow
after you graduate. Call today for more information:

540) 432-5 525
__,.,.~

OPEN HOUSE
"''Fri. 12-6p.m.

Sat. 10-4p.m.

,

oxbill
lownbotnes

810-P Port Republic Rd. (Lower Level of Dairy Queen/Citgo Gas)
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4 BedrooiD 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:
• Doul)le Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups

in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Qosets
• Built-in microwave oven
,.,

,J

Every Apartment Comes With A
Full-Size Washer & Dryer
Each furnished Luxury

,

o,.-1

•Garbage. ~

• Full size ,..•' MiailliMI~Y
• Bus Senice ·

9

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and by appointment
'

I
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·

, . ..

'1•6 11 11•'1f l~ -'' l ' '•' '

869 B Pott Republic Rd.

. 432-o6oo

Stop by
The Commons
Rental Office,
or ca11432·.0600,
and make a
.move to luxury!
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Dregg Marco in Space\Setb Friedman

.

has recently gone through a redesign.
We w.ant to know what you think.
Send compliments or complaints to

the_breeze@jmu.edu
Some of the tiWigs we would like to know are:
Is it easy to find the stuff you want?
ShoUld we bring back classifieds?
Do pages load fast enough?
Are there enough/too many pictures and graphics?
Should we have an index page?
What other features would you like to see?
Should we add a PhotoNet for unpublished photos?
Which sections do you look at most or least?

&et caught in the Net
-

Sr&liZB~Ii~
~ !).ldu
•

http://breezeJmu.edu

f'ert.Onallzed,
eomputertl&d ttudy
SJI••• tallotwl to yotlt'
lndtvldu•J ne&da.

•.-t t..m•r• wfto
know the

t••t•

f'rov• methodt,
..,.,.nt..s to
ntiM your ar:ore.

lirtlde and out.

Classes begin Mnrchl9 and May 6.
Call today for ntore infortnation!
the leader In test prep and
adntlaalofla counaellnc

KAPLAN
1·800-KAP·TEST
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Would you like to
share your opinion
with the world?
Write a letter
to the editor.
------

------~--

----

- Hey JYI(()Uf
Have you checked out

1Jr118ZIINIII
(http://breeze.jmu.edu)

lately? We have made
some changes and want
to know what you thlnk.
Send your compliments
and co~plaints to

the_breeze@jmu.edu.

As part of

the Walt Disney
World• Colleg~ Program,
you can do some pretty amazing things.
• Learn from some of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industry.
• Work behind the scenes at the \NDrlds number one vacation destination.
• Live with people from all over the world.
The opportunities are priceless! And so is the experience. You must attend our
Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume nCNV.

Ask our Representative about special opportunities for those students 'Nho speak Portuguese.

000 SESSIOJIIATE: MoiUJ, Mard 17 TIME: 7pa

10CA110M: Slaowbr, Iota G-s
FOI MOlE 000, CONTACI': le, Fewcar·Szec~ (sJ,o) 561·)279
Also visit us at www.careermosaic com/cm/wdw/wdwt .html

..
EOE • Drawing Crtotivity from Divtrsity
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Got that lob offer? Relocatln.,?
You cleserve more than lust an apartment!

Tamara Brown, Realtor
Weichert Realtors
1-800-842-0400 ext 177
-"
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HUNDREDS OF AVAILABLE HOMES TO CHOOSE FROM••• CALL TODAY!!!
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Are you interested in working for
"~; n o I u n (I I) (u' i (·1 • r ('/ J1 'r I 1 · !' ..... ( / / ·{
The Breeze? Your talent could be
(ll/< !)_\~ .) fJ.JJI. J!orl-11 :.! I.
used! The 1997-'98 Graphic&staff
wants:
Graphic Designers
'/(J UfJIJ/.\·. suhn1it o ('!J{'I'I' /1 .'/.'
Illustrators
(/ Jl (I I Il i'l )(
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Please submit samples of your Work
to The Breeze, in care of Thomas C.
Scala, Graphics Editor 1997-'98.

Tbe Personal Phone, Answering

I

I(

(/ll (),-. ,'( i()Jl ,. .,. :

Machin~,

I )(

( .;

( .(/ II

I

J>(tlt!u ul .rf)().LJ.(J.

and Pager that goes with You !

• 1• Incoming Minute Free
• Numeric Pager
• Answering Machine
• Text Messaging
• Pick Your local Harrisonburg Number

...

Rates Starting
At $7.50/Month

Handsets As
Low As $49.00
·-

I CALL NORTHERN VIRGINIA, DC, & MARYLAND FOR AS UTTLE AS 10 cents/Minute I
STOP BY THE NEW SPRINT SPECTURM STORE BEHIND VAU.fY MALL IN TOWN CENTER
Also available at Clraait City, Radio Shadl, Staples
8111 tel/s,rtllt s,eotru.

PIMH: (540) 432-3300

(

'

.""'! (/ (' ( y. I\.I' i .< / I ' ) /

·sTUDENTS & FACULTY!!
• Digital Personal Phone
• No Contract
• Superior Sound Quality

)

fa: (540) 433-2413

I

I I •

•
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Retro clo~hing.
Early '80s music.
Used term papers.

I

I

Dqn't you ever
buy anything new?
I

,;

Prl'$t'llt tlu:sL' MastcrC:ud Exdmivcs'" roup<m~ alo ng with your M.l~tt'rC;ml: and save somt' mouey on

dung., yo u uHt ld use Like mayhL· .1 ~rL'<H

of jl'.\11"

)M il

MasteiCard

preslnunk :md faded to tool- old, of course.

-
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Wth the trend for the 21st century ftnnly rooted In communications. a career with MCIIs
an otMous chOice. From tetecommunlcatlons to netwott<i~ to the Internet. MCI lnfom\atJon Techi'IO!ogt Is leach~ the W"J to the most COfl'1)fehenSNe 1000Y8b0ns 10 history.
Whether )'OU're a &nnJallr& senior lookl~ ror full-time w011< or a student sean:hl!ll ror an
Internship, tf you haw an information tech~ background and are energetiC, creatNe and
professional, we want to talk with you,

*
MCI

As a wortd-<llass company. MCI offers excellent benefits and compensations. If you're

ready to use your education to Impact the future, contact your Career Services office for more Information
about our on-campus Information sessions and Inter·
vtews In the spring. MCI Is proud to be an equal
ol)portunlty employer, M/F/0/V.

u>ritn Lea Drnham.
Klllt:d by u dnmlu.lnvn on Good Fnda\~ Marc~ ~9. 199!, ar
ColkJ.!,f Par h Drl\'t and Hwy. 19 North m Mt•ndwn, Mr.ss.
If you don t stop your fnend from dnvmg drunk, who will? Do whatever n takes

•

.. ,

'};

• .;.<,~

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

www.mci.<om
'
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NOT WEARING A
SAFETY BELT CAN COST
YOU AN ARM &ALEG.

I

'

..•

.!

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS
WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E\

Cl I '

It's against the law. So if you don't want a ticket, buckle up.
Or, you could become broke in more ways than one.
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YOU COULD LEARN ALOT FROM ADUMMY••
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR REN"l
Unlvtteftf PI_. - I • 4 •
apt. Furnished Of ~·
.Apple Real ~ InC. ,,.._, 9576

FO R SALE
. . . . . . . . . , . . 1171Po,.chea, Cadlllacs, Chevys
IMWs, Corvattea. Also Jeeps'
4WDs. Your area. Toll free:
(800tn8-9778, ext. A-3727 for
«<rNnt ......

.. . ......
..............
,........,
,_ ................. ....
• .....__.

4

'*11.....-n- ..... .....,.
1 2 _ .....

Cal ~..._,,.,...,

one....,._. ... ...,.._.._

next door to campua, currenttr
available. S250/mo 432-4S311.

............ •IIIIo Mlktl"l - - .... 8Ift • nwtft, 227 " ·
eew't forecloted homes from
pennlea on $1. Delinquent tall,
NpOt, REOs Your area. Toll free
(1) 80().218-9000 Ext. H-3727 for
currMtHst•

•

._ ..r A-. RICII -

4-stnna
Pe....ey, Minx-110, call Amoz
574-4539.
pearle custom paint, cuatom
lnteriof, Boyd wheeJs a. spoiler,
$.4,000. Stenlo system $12,000.
Cal~72.

IVTUI.a:u•r, 400w, ts•, lilt

wheels, It Kicks! SSOO. 433-

0103.

HELP WANTED

434-1847 9 a.m.· 5 p.m.
2BR Apt $380/mo
Of $190/I*IOft

38R Apt $4!10/mo
or $1!10/perl()f'l

Atlepts near C8nttell Bridle·
One of the closest c:omplexea to
JMUI
Owner/Men~Cefl

ao rnt.

The cood ..,.unenta
so come by end aee ual

I
ThrH roome 1ft

~C.....,

for summer aublet. Call 433·

1383

11,000. POIIIILI READING
IIOOilS. Part Tlme. At Home. Toll
Free 1-80().218-9000 Ext. R-3727
for USttrcs.

11,0001 POUiaU ~. Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free 1-80<>
218-9000 Ext T-3727 ror IISUf'IIS.

tS..IOO weekly pot.Mt11 malllnt
our circulars. For Info call 202·
298-1135.
ALAMA .....,. EMPlOYMENT
Ashlnc Industry Details on how
to find a hl&h-payln& job with
excellent benefita (tranSportatiOn
+ room a. board). For lnformatton:
800.276-0654 ExtA53251 (We
are a research & publishing

company).

4 ....ID.I, 2 1/2

baths, swlmmlna POOl, tennis.
Machson Man«. Call434-3790.
28R AjNirtllteftta, 1.taA, S4eo.
$475. 38R Duplex $690. 4BR,
2BA Ouplel S920. All with A/C,
W/0, Dtahwasher ancs Disposal.
Rent Includes water. sewer &
trash removal. !584·28!59 or

http://users.eol.com/,nutentala

roa•..,...

F...-.
...._for '97·
'98 )'88r at Medlson Square. Your
own bathroom end bedroom. Low
monthly paymenta. tntereated, call

"14848.
Bedroom MlllaiiM . . . . . , U·place. Call Amoz 574·4!539.
Negotiable low rent.

15 . . ., ••• Te••"•••e -

Furnished ; welkin& d latance:
$190.250/month: 1 year tease
(8/97·8/98): waaherfdryer;
(703)-45().5()()8.

fw Olrta seeks
kind, enthusiastic, female staff
with strona activity skills In
&Ymnastlcs, tennis, watersports
(WSI or LGT Certified) studiO and
performln& arts, held sports,
En&llsh
Rldlna.
hlkln&.
Outstendln& faclhtleS, I'NI"If!Cent
Vennont settJnc, 20 minute~ from
Dartmouth Colleae. Poal t lve
attitude required: pnor tlPtrience
Ia noll Mld·June through Mid·
Auaust. Contact Ri~ Manon,
Sol 500, Pott Mills, VT 05058; 1·
~235-6659;

&-mall LocheamOaoi.COfn
P~

to &room and exercise ahow
horses 2J4.8101.
SUMMER JOBII FEMALE AND
MALE CAMP COUNSELORS
needed for outstandln& Maine
campal CAMP VEGA for 11M and
CAMP CEOAR for boys. Each
located on maanlncent lakefront
settJn& Wltl'l exceptional lacihtles.
Over 100 poaltions at each camp
for heads and aaslstants In
tennis, baaketball,. basaball,
vol~l. soccer, lacrosse, &olf,
field hockey, roller hockey,
swlmmin&, ullin&. canoelna,
acuba, water·sklln&, archery,
wel&ht tralnln&. athletic trainer.
journalism.
photoaraphy.
ceramics, crafts, drama, dance
oau, tap, ballet), nature study.
beckpacktna. horseback rl<llna.
ropes course. trip leaders.
mountain blkln&, riflery, aeneral
(wfyoun&est campera). Also
looklna
for
secretaries,
maintenance, kitchen. Camp
dates approx. June 21-Au& 21.
Top SalifY, room, board, laundry,
clothlna. ond travel allowance.
MEN·CAMP CEDAR for boys,
1758 Beacon Street, Brookline,
MA 02146, ccedarm~aol.com,

1-888-844-8080
WOMEN.CAMP VEGA, PO Box
1771, Duxbury, MA 02332,
~IM&a.corn,

http://carnpye&a com. 1-800-83S-

CRUll~

ToWftha...

c_,

LMMIIW

R.., lllllffence4 Horse

1111 Corvette - Dark purple

J.M

Eacltl•l l••••r Jo-. wllh
houaln&, First Come, Cook's
position now available Kitty
HMwk Plm at Kitty Hawtl, NC

6

L.AND·TOUA
Work In exotic
locations. meet fun people, AND
aet peidl For lndustly informatjon,
call Cruise Employment SeMc:es:
800.276-4948 Ext.C53259 (We
are a research & publlshln&

EWLOYM£NT -

company).

NATIONAL PARK DIPI.OYMEHT •
Wor1c In AmeriCa's National Part<s,
Forests a. Wildlife PreseMs. Our
materials uncover rewardln&
opportunities In the outdoors.
Call: 1·206·971· 3620 ext.
N53258 (We are a research a.
publlshlf'W company).
lastent Europe Emplo~ment Teach basic conversational
En&ltah In Praaua, Budapest or
Krakow. Our materials uncover
many
rewardln&
teaching
opponunit• with
benefits
For lntonnatlon: (206) 971·3680
ext.t<M259 (Wia are a reuardl6

weet

pubi~Shq CIOO\PiriY).

VEGA. WE Will 8£ ON THE JAMES
MAO I SON U. CAMPUS ON
TUESDAY, APRIL 1, IN TAYLOR
HALL ROOM 302 from 10 a m to
4 p.m. NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

..._._

lor the
, lloo•u alllt
12.100 . .... 000~
~fat dean air and wttlf
l'lotecl ~ lpeQes

Mlb•DIII•-

Of!lcla in 33 atilt•
c~ to s-Till EmiiO!W!Mnt

U00.7J.IAJITH

FRtE T·IHIRT +$1,000 Credit
card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororttles & aroups. Arrl campus
oraanlzallon can raise up to
$1,000 by earnin& a whopping
$5/VISA eppiiCitlon. Call 1-80<>
932·0528 ut. 85 Qualified

callers receive Free t -Shll1.

How htnfc for all positionS.
Community Pool Me'. Supv &
Ll~ In Northern Vlflltlla,

Slllfford end Ftedericksbura Alee
Ca1Nowl1~

Herrlao•"•rc co•''"' lllriRI

customer service representative&

to market tralnln& materials to
or&anlzaUons around the country •
Independent wondrc envtronment.
lnterestln& educatiOnal products:
video , books, CO-ROMs. Very
flexible hours 8 :30 a.m. to 6:00
p.m.. 15-20 hours per week. We
are located downtown, walkln&
dtSt&I\Ce from JMU. Startln& pay
Is $6 per hOur plus bonuses.
Apply In person at 122 South
Main Street, Suite 208.
Co-£d A..w.ntlal ._...,C...,

needs male and female cabin
counselors,
Advel)ture
Counselors, Canoe Instructor,
Swim
Instructors,
Horse
Instructors.
and
Health
Coordinator. Located outside
Greensboro, NC. For more
Information call John at (910)
349·9445
or
e-mail
at
~t.net

••••er
- need
dependable eneraetJc people for
~aploJM••t

packIn& ·and loading household
aoods. Lon( hours. Will train.
Pullen Mollln& Company, 15481
Farm Creek Or., Woodbrtctae. VA
(703) 494-8100.
vr.eo eaalateat ,oaltlone
avellaltle In Sports Media
Relations for. naxt school year.
•succesful applicant will assist In
video coverage of NCAA spona.
Weekend and nl&ht WOfk required.
VIdeo experience preferred.
Appllcatlona available In Sports
Media Relations, Godwin Hall,
room 220. No phone cells.
Deadline iS Man:h 31.
Efttr.,.IMUI"I Ottly - Work on
campus orcanlztna/manaatna
promotions for top U.S. Cos.
WOitt as muc:h/litUe as ~ want &
reap the financial rewards .
EamlrCs can equal $50 ••. $250
... $500
Post gradUate
J)OSI\Ions also IMiilable for those
that succeed. Call Rose at~
95()8.472. ext. 10.

···/Wk.

Camp Steff for Girl Scout
Realdent Clift,: Plan NOW to
spend your summer In the
mountains or woodlands of
VltJinla. Be a role model for &Jt1s
thla summer for a nine week or
fille week tummel' camp
Positions available: Assistant
Camp Director, Unit Leaders,
Nature
Specialist,
Unit
Counselore, Efo{f-flnd life Guards.
Call Denise Vleu at GSCNC. 202·
337·4300 ext. 209 or a-mall
InQuires to: cMauOpcnc.ora

procram.

.................. Cooke Flexible
hours
available,
sopl'lomores or juniorS. Must be
able to work thla summer and
some luncheS. Claybomes.

.
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ltud . .t Aaalatant poaltlotta
available In Sports Media
Relations for 1996-'97 school
year. Successful applicants will
aaalst In COYtrlnl the 27 NCAA
sporU . Weekend end nJ&tlt WOfk
required. Wrltlna uperlence
preferred but not necessary.
Applicattons available tn Sports
Media Relations, Godwin Hall,
room 220. No phone calls.
Deadllnl IS Ma'dl 31 .

WANTED
DciMte JOUf velllcle to the Charity
Foundation Tu Dtducttble Ch<wlty
foundation, Inc 540-432-6653.

Lovlnl, Devoted, Chlldleaa
Married Couplo Wishes to Adopt
Baby. Will prOY\de needed help.
If we can help each othef, ptease
call Me& end David collect,
(703)491-8882

...

A...,
......
........................
,.....,
-. .....,_..
.._
.........,,.nu:tlllu,..

,~_........_

.........................,..

...... . , . , . . . . . , . , . . ...... We

.....

........
............,.. ................... ....
~Dell

_ _ . . _ ..... _

~

1A00-4»7UI I f tl'Oil U.....

II:EIOM AHANCIAL AID? Oorl'l
lmlt your posslblhtles for financial
aldl Student Ananclal Services
profiles OYer 200.000+ individual
awards from pfivate & public
sectors. Call: 1-800-263-6495
ext.F53255 (We ate a researdl &
publlshfrC company).

I

n .oo ,.,

Mar pllll $150 per
month housln& aliowence.
Laraest rental service on the
Outer Banks of North Carolina
(Naas Head). Call Oona for
apptlcallon and housing Info 80().
662·2122.
Rocktown

Entertalnlftent
Music and ll&hta for
parties, formals 433-0103.

SJSt- -

PERSONALS
Mel,_ P.tln, Formals, since
1985, we play the httsl
43J.0360.
.....,,..,.... ...... $379
Alr, Hotel, Transfers, Patties and
Morel Orcnaize small &roup •
eem FREE trips plus commisiOilSI
C-aii1-800-98EACH-1.
ltW,rove JOUr lnttrlllactlc
........,..,, Come check out
3% Fat at The Office tonlte.

Alovtftl~wltMatollllottt

baby Into nurturin& and happy
home Wtll comply wtth all
adOptJon laws. cau Katen and Guy
1(800)484 7542 (security code
1679).

LovlltC couple...,... to
lldopt., lnfMt, WllllnC to
cOMPlY wtttl d adoption
laWs. Cell collect Mike lind
DeniM • 703-71.9-9842.

To place • cluslflecl ad
In The an..z., please
come to The Breeze office
In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall,
weekdays from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Classified ads cost
$2.50 for the first ten
words, and $2.00 for
each additional ten words.
Boxed ads are $10 per
column Inch.

I

'
ADOPTION -

Lovin&. childless
couple (colleCt atadua\es) hope to
adopt 1 while Infant Into our
Chnatlan home. PleaSe call collect
(540)942-4029, ewnin&•·

~

available In 81tQI\an&e
for babysltbn& references and
parental approval requested .
Please call Kathleen Bell 43l0776(H), 432·1234(W).

SERVICES

AIIMIIIIter a.tur'diJ It tile IMt
day to submit your James
McHone Jewelry T·shlrt piCtures
tor the $500 ghteawayl

Gf'Mt Party Mutfc /Professional
DJs/ National OJ Connection 1
Call433-0360.

Jl'tll S4cma PI welcomes tts Delta
Pledge Class(

A RESUME
Cllrt

Jet your foot

In the doorl

c.. c...

a....,_

s.vtcM. Inc. for a:

• pef'IOMilzed
• pt'OfeMional
• ef'fonlllble rtsum6
ci'Nted while you watt.

9 a.m.-9 p.m.
433-04~

Alao tntarvtavwlng and job
honling akllla, career c:oosultJng.
term paper typing and more.

A~'s and their datea, Cll
ps)'Ched for Slstef Party tonJ&tlU

Ea;perlendfiC tile back-t04dtooi
bluet? Funk1fy your aoul tontte
wtth 3% Flit at The omce.

Subecrtptlont to "'- IWeZfl
1n 1M1Hablel
For only $30 for thln:l class mall.
or $75 for first class mall,
you can receive a full year of
The Breeze. Please send )'OUt
name, address a. money to:
The Breeze
Anlhon)'-See&er Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

ad

In The
.
IIM.<"'·-·"'mn inch.
~

loi....

..l'·

•

are noon Friday for Monday issues and noon Tuesday for

..
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·- LARGE ONE TOPPING!
.$
. '97
•

Choose from Hand Tossed, Deep Dish, or111in Crust!
Notvalidwithanyotheroffer.Nocouponnecessary.

PillA PANIC

I

orcterYourFavorite12"
•

I

SuperSub,Chlps&aCoke

~.

I
I

··.

~~~~~~~~~

:16 CHEEZZTICKS : MEDIUM TWO TOPPING
I
w/sauccl
I
PIZZA &2EIHCokesQRBrt~dstlcks

5 '' !19
~ 4 • 99 !·•· 6 + 99 . !
•

Mot valid wtth any other offer. Ho coupon nccawry

I

Hot valid wtth any other offer. Ho coupon nccawry

I

'

Mot valid wtth any other otfcr.Ho coupon necessary.

I.
I

----------------~---------------~------------------~
u•-~•
~

.

